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An Introduction To the :, ~_ SES 
USES® SHUNT EFFICIENCY SYSTEM 

The patented USES~ Shunt Efficiency System provides power conditioning and 

protection from potentially damaging power line surges and spikes. Additionally, the 

USES~ Shunt Efficiency System can reduce the electrical energy costs associated with the 

operation of inductive loads - motor driven equipment and appliances and magnetically 

ballasted lighting systems. 

USES~ technology capabilities include: 

• protection from surges and spikes, including secondary lightning effects; 

• power conditioning, dynamic power factor correction. RF noise reduction, and 

reduction of the total current content including hannonic current; and 

• reduction of the electrical power drawn from the utility to operate inductive loads 

such as air conditioning and ventilation systems, pumps, compressors, & 

magnetically ballasted fluorescent & high pressure sodium lighting systems. 

The beneHts derived from USES~ units include: 

• improved equipment reliability, including computer and electronic systems: 

• reduced life cycle maintenance, repair. and replacement costs; and 

• an average return on investment is from 6 to 36 months. 

The USES~ approach is superior to other methods for improving electrical system 
\ 

perfonnance, reliability. and effiCiency from both an operational and cost standpoint. The 

technology's patent and listing by UL and CSA attest to the Validity of USES(1)· capabilities. 

The devices are maintenance-free, have a three year limited warranty, and have a projected 

1ife of 10 years. Models range from 120/240 volt residential units up to three-phase 600 

volt industrial units. 

USES~ works. it works very well. and it saves energy and money. The unique application 

of the wrap-around magnetic chokes enables wasted magnetic energy to be converted to 

useful energy which is then supplied to the electrical system. This reduces the electrical 

power that the utility must provide resulting in lower electric bins. The units conSistently 

prOvide real power (KW) savings when installed in systems with inductive loads. These 

savings exceed the KW reduction achieved merely from the reduction of }2R losses. Specific 

savings are contingent on llie electrical load configuration~ equipment operating hours. 

and KWH cost. .Additional savings can be realized from the reduction of demand charges 

and the reduction or eHmination of power factor penalties. Units generally pay for 

themselves through utility cost savings in approximately 2 years. 
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USES MFG INC. 

CORPORATE BACKGROUND 

USES MFG INC. is the manufacturer and marketer of a Hne of electJicaJ energy conservation 
and power conditioning products. It is a licensee of USES. Inc .. developer of the product·s 
technologies. 

The company's principal product is the USES· Shunt Efficiency System. a solid state. 
power conditioning device which reduces the electrical energy that must be supplied by th e 
utility company to operate inductive eJectJicaJ loads. It also offers protection from voltage 
transient surges and spikes and from secondary lightning effects. 

USES· technology consists of parallel. wrap-around magnetic chokes oriented to couple 
magnetic forces generated across each electrical phase by the current. On the basis of the 
magnetic fields sensed. a signal is generated that enhances the AC wave form and matches 
it to the requirements of the inductive load. The peak portion of the current wave on the 
line side is decreased and electrical system inefficiencies that origjnate in the supplying 
transformer are reduced. The complementary winding technique. used with chokes and 
capacitors. Jowers kilowatt-hour (KWH) consumption. energy usage and demand rate. when 
connected to inductive loads. 

USES~ systems lessen electrical energy waste by: matching voltage and current phases in 
inductive systems; converting hannonics. spikes and noise to useful energy: reducing J2R 
losses: and baJancing loads across aJJ phases. The immediate benefit is verifiable reduction 
of electric utility biJJs. Additionally. equipment Ufe is increased whHe maintenance and 
down time are reduced. The average return on investJnent is 6 to 36 months. 
It has been found that the unique arrangement of chokes provides substantial reductions 
in power usage. particularly for inductive loads in industrial applications. 

USES- units are installed at electrical panels supplying inductive loads and at the 
disconnect Unks for large motors. Units also are instaJJed at any panel for wh1ch surge 
protection is needed. 

USES. Jnc. was granted U.S. patent 5.105.327 on Apnl 14. 1992; patents are pending in 
foreign countries. USES- products are UL and CSA listed and NYC approved. USES MFG 
INC. is a menlber of the Alliance to Save Energy and is an EPA Green Lights Ally. USES
products have been evaluated by the State of Connecticut Advisory Committee on 
Standards for Electrical Hardware and Supplies and approved for instalJation in state 
facilities. 

The USES· Shunt Efficiency System is sold Uuough a national network of authorized 
dealers. Seventeen models are available for residenUal. cmnmercjal. industrial. and 
recreational applications. 

The corporation's lineage is traced to establishment. in 1980. of a Connecticut-based. 
electronic design and electrical contracting cOlnpany. The shunt efficiency systelD has 
evolved. in part. from a lightning surge protector specifically designed and buiU for a cHent. 
Based upon the success of that design. USES. Inc. was formed in ]990 to further pursue 
development of electrical energy conservation and power conditioning products. USES MFG 
INC. was fonned in 1993 to concentrate on manufacturing and marketing the USES· 
products along with other research and development efforts focused on further applications 
of the USES" technology. 
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® Underwriters Laboratories Inc .• 

USES INC 
152 OLD COLCHESTER RD 
POBOX 156 
QUAKER EILL CT 06375 

P:-OQuct: MIS·CE:LLANEOUS APPARATUS 

ILl:!:> wall VVflllman AOCiI 

Melville. Ne..- York 1174i 
(516) 271-6200 
FAX No. (516) 271-6259, 

Met Mail No. 255-3315 

1 elex No. SeS2015 

Date: March 9, 1992 
File No: £1327~3 

~he follo~ing mate~ial resulting from the investi~a:lon under the above numbers is 
enclosed. 

1ssne 
Date Vol Sec Faoes R~vised Date 

1/ 3/91 1 001 hvised ~scrlp~ion Page(s) 1,(.5,6 3/ 9/92 
1/ 3/91 )., 00l. Revised Illns~rBtions 1.2,3,4 3/ 9/92 
1/ 3/91 1. OOl 5ftv Illustrations 5 )/ 9/92 

Please file revised pages and illustra~ions in place of m~LeLi21 of like identity. 
New mate~ial should be filed in i~s proper numeri~al order. 

NOT£: Follov-Up ServicE P~ocedure ~evisions DO NOT include Cover Pages, Test Recorcs 
anc Conclusion Pages. Report revisions DO NOT include Authorization Pages, Inci~es, 

5ec~ion General Pages and Appendixes. 

c-· 
MelvillE rilE 

UIIDERh-nIT!:R5 LABO~TO?IES INC 
UL INSPECTION CE~TTER HARTFORD 
UNIT 6 
BLDG B 
~o 0 W CEN'!'n ST 
MANCHESTER CT 06040 

-ConC:3ct: ~. R03ERT McCAP.T2Y 

An. moeoenc~::: 

n~H(>'-Dro!:: c:pan:Z2ll(}~ 

teSlrn; fro o~,;;: saTer:. 



APP'S REPORT 

File Ll327~3 Vol. 1 Sec. 1 Page 1 Issued: }-3-91 

and Report Revised: 3-9-92 

~ E ~ ~ RIP I I Q N 

PRODUCT COV:::R::::!): 

Kiscellaneous Apparatus r Pover facto~ correction unit ~ith surge 
sc?p~ession, Model Nos. RDES-l, CM~S-lr CM~S-3Yr CMES-3Y480, CMES-3D, 
C~::::S-3D480, BL-120, 9L-208/240, 3L-300, 3~~-3Yr BL~-3Y480, BL~-3D, BL~-3D480, 

C~30-~20, CA30-240R, ~33-3D and ~3=-3!. 

~hese devices are closed t~~e po~e~ :ac~or co~~ec~ion unl~S ~ith sU~Qe 
s~??~essio~. -They use a polyme~ic en~losc~e. They func~ion as 2 solid s~a~e 
su~ge and-spike sup?~essors fo~ voltage. They are intended to limit the max 
am?litude of voltage spikes and surges on power lines to specified values. 
~he devi~es intend to reduce line t~ansmitted interference o~ noise generated 
by moto~s or applian~~s. They im?rove voltage regulation. They reduce 
ruagnetic fields through ~ire and equi?men~ from the point of conne~~ion of ~he 
u~~: ba=k LO ~he sou~ce by ~educing cu~ren~. When ~hese rlevi~es are connec~ed 
~o indu~~ive loads, connected on each hot leg they intend to b~lance the 
~cu~~ent on each of these legs and lower ~he current on the neut~al. Also by 
in~reasing power factor and 10ve~ing arepe~age, they are able to in~rease ~he 
ca~acity of the se~ice equipment and help to reduce the ~attage ~hen 
-onnected on a induc~ive load. The unit also helps to reduce harmonic ~u~~ent 
_nd ~attage contents of ~he line. 

lead sioe 0: ~he main c~sconne=~. 

::LECTR!CAl- R"-TINGS: 

They are intended to be installed on the 

30 A cor.~inuous, 480 V ac, 3 ?h2Se ~aximu~. 
30 A =o~~inuous, 277 V ac, 1 phase ruay.imu~. 

£nvironmen~al rating. ~j~e 1. 

:'':b/::::'327~3-?:-



Breakdown of Underwriters 
Laboratory's Characterization 

of USES® Technology 

1. Helps reduce wattage 

2. Reduces current on line 

3. Corrects power factor 

4. Suppresses voltage surges and spikes 

5. Improves voltage regulation 

6. Helps to balance loads on all phases 

7. Reduces current on the neutral 

8. Reduces line-transmitted and motor/appliance -
generated noise 

9. Reduces total harmonic current contents 

10. Reduces magnetic fields 



STATE OF CONNECTICUT DATE July 7, 1993 
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES 

BUREAU OF PURCHASES SPECIAL STANDARD NO. 0025-056-162 

AGENCY REQUEST FOR APPROVAL OF SPECIAL STANDARD 

NAME OF AGENCY: 

NATURE OF REQUEST: 

JUSTIFICATION: 

ALL USING STATE AGENCIES 

To establish a Special S~andard for the Uses, 
Incorporated's Shun~ Efficiency Systems (Powe~ 

Conditioners) for use in state agencies with large 
demands for elec~rici.::y due to motors, compressors, air 
conditioning, pumps, etc. or prone to erratic surges 
and/or spike. Uses, Inc. systems are D.L. Listed 
(Industrial Control Equipment Sec~ion 5B-81, File No. E 
132743) C.S.A. Listed (Canadian Standards Association 
File No. LR999l0). Uses holds a Uni~ed Sta~es Patent 
(Pat No. 5,105,327, da~ed April 14, ~992). 

The Uses, Inc. Shunt Efficiency System, a power conditioner for AC Power lines, 
has a choke and capacitor coupled in series ac~oss ~he power lines. The Choke 
cbmprises a coil terminating in a line, with the line looped back through the 
coil. The power lines are thereby balanced to provide greater operating 
effi~iency. Capacitors and transient suppressors (e.g, varistors) are used for 
transien:: suppression and power factor correction. Uses teChnology principally 
consists of parallel, wrap-around magnetic cbokes oriented to couple magnetic 
forces oenerated across each electrical phase by the current. On the basis of 
the mao~etic fields sensed, a sianal is oene~ated ~hat enhances the AC wave form 
and ma~cheB it to the requirements of the inductive load. The peak po=~ion of 
the current wave on the line Sl.oe is decreased and the electrical svstem 
inef:iciencies ~hat originate in the supplying transformer are reduced. su~=i.or 
surge and spiKe suppression is a derivative of the process. 

The Uses, Inc. systems are designated for those agencies experiencing loss of 
pDwe~, poor voltage regulation, Burges and/or spikes and high elect~ical rates. 
The system once inst:.alled on the load side of the main ciisconnec~, i.'''Oproves 
vol~age regulation, reduces line transmitted interference and noise genera~ed by 
motors or appliances, increases power factor, lowers amperage and reduces wattage 
cont:.ents on the li.ne which reduces KwH per hour of operation. This will save tbe 
agency money. 

State agencies =equesting Uses, Inc. System (s) shall receive prior approval from 
the Standards Section of ~he State Bureau of Purchases. The agency shall supply 
a Uses, Inc. analysis detailing type of unit proposed, unit location within the 
facility, projected savings, R.O.I. figures, written justification and any 
additional detailed information as requested. This shall allow the Standards 
Section to establish a history file on number of units purchased, location of 
units and the ability to monitor progress and savings per agency over a specified 
period of time. This information will be jointly shared with the Advisory 
Committee on Standards for Electrical Hardware and Supplies. The members were 
responsible for approving Uses, Inc. systems for State agency use. 



Page 2 
Special standard f162 

JUSTIFICATION: (conttd.) 

The Adviso:::-y Committee, in justifying their recommendation, have taken the 
following into consideration, the owner/inventor is a native Connecticut 
resident, has refused numerous large monetary offers to sell and/or relocate to 
other u.s. cities, North and South America and Europe, chose to remain located 
in the economically depressed area of New London County. The Advisory Committee 
believes the Uses, Inc. product will save our State agencies funds from 
continually sh=inking budgets. 

RECOMMENDATION OF ADVISORY COMMITTEE: RECOMMEND APPROVAL: 

ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON STANDARDS FOR ELECTRICAL HARDWARE AND SUPPLIES 

RECOMMENDATION OF TEE BUREAU OF PURCHASES: 

PROCESSED BY 

T.A. Faraci, CPPO 
Chief of Standa=ds & Tes~s 

~(?~~ 
~~ ~hurchill ~ 
~dhasing Services Officer II, 

APPROVED BY ? J t::h w. ~-rvrvH_~ lv.-. 
~- - D=>a 

Pe~er w. Connolly 
Adminis~a~i ve Manager 



Mr. BiH Morton 
Uses, Inc. 

DEPARTl\1[~T OF BUILDI~GS 

Rl:REAl" OF ELECTRICAL CO~TROL 
\H j ~ J C I P >\ L BUll f) IS G. ~ E W YO R K. "-; Y 1000 7 

Rl'DOLPH J RI'.-\LDI. Com:J)ls~lonc; 

TeJE?~Cne t~C'. (212) 66S-8673 

November 12, 1992 

1520 Old Coldchester Rd. 
QU2ker Hill, Ct. 06375-156 

Reference: Advisory Board Submission 
Calendar 

~ 92A0390 
~ 36038 

Dear Mr. Morton, 

On September 14, 1992, you requested approval for use 
in Ne~ York City of your Surge Suppressors, Model Nos. 
Reds-I, CMES-l, CMES-3Y, CMES-3Y480, CMES-3D, CMES-3D480, 
BL-208/240, BL-300, BLM-3Y, BLM-3D480, CABO-120, CABO-240, 
EBB-3D and EBB-3Y. 

Your request ~as submitted to the Advisory Board at its 
meet i n9 of November 12, 1992 together with support.ing 
laboratory reports., brochures and a sample. * 

It "'"as the B02rd"s recommendation that the above be 
approved. 

I concur in this recommenoation. 

truly,yours, 
I 

i i / 
I /!.- ;" 

/"[l.. t- _Z ........ ~ _: _ -L .. · +-,-. -r·-__ 

'~Ed~ard Solomon, P.E. 
Chairman, Advisory Board 
Bu~eau of Electrical Control 

* ~e no longer have need fc~ ycu~ sample. PleasE make 
a~~angements tc have it pickeo-ep-



LIMITED THREE YEAR WARRANTY FOR 
USES® SHUNT EFFICIENCY SYSTEM 

The USES® Shunt Efficiency System has a limited three year warranty to the original end user by USES 
MFG INC. against defects in materials and workmanship when purchased from an authorized dealer. 
The limited warranty will cover the internal operating parts of a new unit against operational failure. 
During the limited warranty period, USES MFG INC. will repair or, at their option, replace a defective 
product at no charge. Any repairs, alterations, additions, or adjustments by others, unless authorized 
by USES MFG INC., will tenninate all obligations of USES MFG INC. under this limited warranty. 
Removal of any Product from the Destination Country specified below shall void this limited warranty 
with respect to the Product so removed. This limited warranty does not cover the cost of labor, materials, 
repairs or replacement resulting from acts of God, fire, water damage or any other cause beyond USES 
MFG INC.'s control. The limited warranty is nun and void if the unit has not been installed by a licensed 
electrician to USES MFG INC.'s installation specifications. Any tampering with circuits or seals of the 
unit shall void the warranty. When returning the unit to the authorized dealer for USES MFG INC., the 
unit must be properly packaged to avoid any damage in transit. The package must be shipped with the 
delivery charges prepaid. The shipper is responsible for insuring the package for full replacement value. 
The shipper shall also prepay all costs to cover the return shipping and handling charges. 
THIS WARRANTY WILL BE VOID UNLESS THE ATTACHED PRODUCT REGISTRATION CARD IS 
COMPLETED AND RETURNED TO USES MFG INC. WITHIN FOURTEEN (14) DAYS OF PURCHASER'S 
RECEIPT OF THE USES SHUNT EFFICIENCY SYSTEM. 
EXCEPT FOR THE EXPRESS WARRANTY SET FORTH ABOVE, USES MFG INC. GRANTS NO OTHER 
WARRANTY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, BY STATUTE OR OTHERWISE, REGARDING THE PRODUCTS, 
THEIR FITNESS FOR ANY PURPOSE, THEtR QUALITY, THEIR MERCHANTABILITY, OR OTHERWISE. 
USES MFG INC:S LIABILITY UNDER ANY LEGAL THEORY SHALL BE LIMITED TO A REFUND OFTHE 
PURCHASE PRICE. IN NO EVENT SHALL USES MFG INC. BE LIABLE FOR THE COST OF PROCURE
MENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR ANY INCIDENTAL SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ON 
ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY. 

Dealer Name: ________________ Date of Purchase: _______ _ 

USES® Model: _______________ Serial Number: _______ _ 

Destination Country: ____________________ _ 

USES MFG JNC. 
P.O. BOX 156.152 OLD COLCHESTER ROAD 

QUAKER HILL, CT 06375 U.S.A. 
PHONE 860-443-USES (8737) 

Keep for future reference 
Nontransferable and Non-Prorated 

Dealer Name: ________________ Date of Purchase: _______ _ 

USES®Model: _______________ Serial Number: _______ _ 

Destination Country: ____________________ _ 

Customer Name: _____________________________ _ 

Address: ___________________ Telephone: ________ _ 

Mail to USES MFG INC. 



USES~ Technical Specifications IDSES 
MODEL BL-120 BL-240 BL-300 BLM-3Y BLM-3D BLM-3Y BLM-3D 

480 480 

ljne Voltage 120 Vac 208/240 Vac 277 Vac 120/208 Vac 208 Vac 277/480 Vac 480 Vac 

Nominal Frequency 50HZ/60HZ 

Pown Djssipation peT > SO joules 
8x20 p5ec. 

> 100 joules > 125 joules > 180 joules > 375 joules > 420 joules > 600 joules 

Peak Pulse Current > 12,000 A > 12,000 A > 5,000 A > 20,000 A > 18,000 A > 22,000 A > 20,000 A 

Max Surge Cunent per ]5,000 A 15,000 A 15,000 A 18,000 A ]8,000 A 18,000 A 18,000 A 
8x20 J-lSec. 

Maximum 130 Vnns 250 Vrms 300Vnns 130/250 250 Vrms 300/550 550 Vrms 
AlIowabJe VoJtage Vrms Vnns 

Maximum Clamping 
Voltage 340 V 650 V 775 V 340/650 V 650 V 775/1500 V 1500 V 

Response Time < 15 nanoseconds 

Surge Rebound inherent "self healing" property 

Standby Power > 3 Watts > 3 Walls > 3 Watts > 10 Watts > 10 Watts > 15 Watts > ]S Watts 

Total Capacitance 50 J.tF 50 JlF 50 JlF 350 ttF ]50 pF 300 ttF ]05 pF 

Operating Temperature -40· C to 70· C 

Unit Temperature Rise <3'C after 24 hours under fujI load condjtions. 

Audible Noise al 3' <2dBA 

Operating life > 60,000 hIS with over 95% survival 

line Connections 
(THHN Single Cond.) #10 #10 #]0 #10 #10 #10 #10 

CiTcuit BreakeT Required 20 A, 1 pole 20 A, 2 pole 20 AT 1 pole 20A, 3 pole 20A, 3 pole 20 A, 3 pole WA,3poJe 

Dimensions (H x W x D) 6" x6" x4" 6" x6" x4" 6" x 6" x 4" 10" X 8'" x 6" 6" x6" x4" 10"x 8" x 6" 10'" x 8" x 6" 

Estimated Weight 6 Jbs. 6 Jbs_ 61bs. 171bs. 9 Jbs. 23 Jbs. 16 Jbs. 

OJ kW 02kW 02kW 0.5 kW O.8kW O.8kW ].3 kW 
Estimated Savings--Note 0.1 kWh/hI 02 kWh/hT 0.2 kWh/hr 0.5 kWh/hI 0.8 kWh/hr 0.8 kWh/hI 1.3 kWh/hr 

Wauanty 3 Years 

*NOTE: kW and kWh savin g s are prOVided for Inductive loads only. Actual savin g s depend u on load characteristics. p 

REV 04/97 

t:>1996 USES MFG INC. AD Righb RtSernd 
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USES~ Technical Specifications 

I MODEL RDES-I RDES-I CABO-l 20 CABO-
380 240 

line VoHage 
]20/240 

220/380 Val' ]20 Vac ]20/240 Val' 
Vac 

Nominal Frequency 50HZ/60HZ 

Power Dissipation per > 900 joules > ] 000 joules > 325 joules > 1000 joules 
8x20 J-lSec. 

Peak Pulse Cunenl > 30,000 A > 30,000 A > 20,000 A > 30,000 A 

Max Surge Cunenl per 10,000 A 10,000 A 10,000 A 10,000 A 
8x20 f.lSec. 4 shots 4 shots 4 shots 4 shots 

Nominal Clamping 340/650 250/420 130 Vnns 340/650 
Voltage Vnns Vrms Vrms 

Maximum Clamping 
Voltage 340 V 340/650 V 340 V 340 V 

Response Time < 15 nanoseconds 

Surge Rebound inherent HseJf healing" property 

Standby Power > 8 Watts > 8 Watts > 6 Watts > 8 Watls 

I Total Capacitance ]50 J-tF 120 JtF ]00 JtF 150 JlF 

Operating Temperature -40· C to 70· C 

Unit Temperature Rise <3·e after 24 hours lUlder fujI load condi lions. 

AudibJe Noise at 3' <2dBA 

Operating life > 60,000 hrs with over 95% survival 

line Connections 
(THHN Single Cond.) #10 #10 #10 #10 

Circuit Breaker Required 20A,2poJe 20A,2pole 20 A, 1 pole 20A, 2 pole 

Dimensions (H x W x D) 6" x 6" x 4" 6" x6"x 4" 6"x6"x4" 6" x 6" x 14" 

Estimaled Weight 7lbs. 7lbs. 71bs. 71bs. 

0.5kW 0.5kW O.3kW O.5kW 
Estimated Savings-ltNote 0.5 kWh/hr 0.5 kWh/hr 0.3 kWh/hI 0.5 kWh/hI 

! Wananty 3 Years 

·NOTE: kW and kWh savings are provJded for inductive loads only. Actual savings depend upon load characteristics. 

REV 04/97 
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USES~ Technical Specifications 
MODEL CMES-I CMES- CMES- BL-380 BLM-3Y BLM-3D 

380 3Y/380 3D/380 380 380 

Line Vollage 220/380 220/380 Vac 380 Vac 380 Vac 220/380 Vac 
380 Vac 

Vac 

Nominal Frequency 50 HZ/60 HZ 

Power Dissipation per 
8x20 JlSec, 

>1000 jouJes > 2700 joules > 1250 joules > 125 jouJes > 420 joules > 600 joules 

Peak Pulse Current > 20,000 A > 35,000 A >35,000 A > 5,000 A > 22,000 A > 20,000 A 

Max Surge Current per 10,000 A 20,000 A 20,000 A ]0,000 A ]8,000 A 18,000 A 
8x20 JlSec, 4 shots 4 shots 

Maximum 250/420 250/420 420 Vrms 420 Vrms 250/420 250/420 
AlIowable Voltage Vrms Vnns Vrms Vnns 

Maximum Clamping 
Voltage 650 V 650/1240 V 1240 V ]240 V 650/1240 V ]240 V 

Response Time <15 nanoseconds 

Surge Rebound inherent "self healing" property 

Standby Power > 10 Walts > 25 Watts > 25 Watts > 3 Watts > ]5 Walts > 15 Walts 

Total Capacitance 150 flF 315 JlF 255 pF 25 JlF 300 pF 105 J-lF 

Operating Temperature -40' C to 70' C 

Unit Temperature Rise <3'C after 24 hours under full load conditions. 

Audible Noise at 3' <2dBA 

Operating life > 60,000 hrs with over 95% survival 

line Connections 
(THHN Single Cond.) #10 #8 #8 #10 #10 #10 

Circuit Breaker Required 20 A, 2 pole 30 A, 3 pole 30 A, 3poJe 20 A, 1 pole 20A,3poJe 20A, 3 pole 

Dimensions (H x W x D) 10" x 8" x6" 14" x 12" x 6" 14" x]2" x 6' 6" X6" X4" 10"X8"X6" 10" x 8" x 6" 

Estimaled Weight 8 Jbs. 201bs. 18 Jbs. 61bs. 231bs. 16 lbs. 

1.0kW 2.0 kW 3.0 kW 0.2kW 0.8kW l.3kW 
Estimated Savings--Note 1.0 kWh/hr 2.0 kWh/hr 3.0 kWh/hr 0.2 kWh/hr 0.8 kWh/hr ].3 kWh/hr 

Warranty 3 Years 

"'NOTE: kW and kWh savings are provJded for lnducUve loads only. Actual savings depend upon load characterJsUcs. 
REV 04/97 
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USES~ Technical Specifications IDSES 
MODEL CMES-I CMES-3Y CMES-3D CMES- CMES- CMES- CMES-

3Yj480 3D/480 3Y/600 3D/600 

Line VoJtage ]20/240 Vac 120/208 Vac 208 Vac 277/480 Vac 480 Vac 347/600 Vac 600 Vac 

Nominal Frequency SOHZ/60 HZ 

Power Dissipation per > 1000 joules 
8x20 ~ec. 

> 2000 joules > 1250 joules > 4000 joules > 3000 joules > 4500 joules > 3300 joules 

Peak Pulse Current > 30,000 A > 45,000 A > 45,000 A > 45,000 A > 45,000 A > 50,000 A > 75,000 A 

Max Surge Current per 10,000 A 10,000 A ]0,000 A 20,000 A 20,000 A 30,000 A 30,000 A 
8x20 JlSec. 4 shots 4 shots 4 shots 

Nominal Clamping Voltage 130/250 130/250 250 Vrms 300/550 550 Vrms 385/680 680 Vrms 
Vnns Vnns Vrms Vrms 

Maximum Sleady Siale 
Voltage 340 V 340/650 V 650 V 775/1500 V 1500 V 1025/1815 V 1815 V 

Response Time < 15 nanoseconds 

Surge Rebound inherent "self healing" property 

Standby Power > ]0 Walls > ]5 Watts > ]5 Walts > 25 Watts > 25 Wafts > 35 Watts > 35 Watts 

Total Capacitance 200 J-1F 450 JiF 450 ~ 315 !IF 255,..F 315 J!F 255,..F 

Operating Temperature -40· C to 70· C 

Unit Temperature Rise <3·C after 24 hours under fun load conditions. 

Audible Noise at 3' <2dBA 

Operating life > 60,000 hrs with over 95% survjval 

line Connections 
(THHN Single Cond.) #10 #8 #8 #8 #8 #6 #6 

Circuit Breaker Required 20 A, 2 pole 30 A, 3 pole 30 A, 3 pole 30A,3poJe 30 A, 3 pole 40 A, 3poJe 40 A, 3 pole 

Dimensions (H x W x D) 10" x 8" x 6" ]4" x 12" x 6" ]4" x 12"x6" 14" x 12" x 6" ]4" x 12" x 6" ]4" x ]2" x 6" 14" x)2" x 6" 

Estimated Weight 8 Jbs. 17 Jbs. ]5Ibs. 201bs. 181bs. 261bs. 241bs. 

].OkW 1.25 kW / 1.5kW 2.0kW 3.0kW 3.0kW 4.0kW 
Estimated Savings--Note 1.0 kWh/hr 1.25 kWh/hr 1.5 kWh/hr 2.0 kWh/hr 3.0 kWh/hr 3.0 kWh/hr 4.0 kWh/hr 

Warranty 3 Years 

·NOTE: kW and kWh savings are prOVided for Inductive loads only. Actual savJngs depend upon load character1sUcs. 

REV 04/97 
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THE ELECTRICAL WATCH DOG 

SES 
POWER FACTOR COMPENSATJON W]TH 3 PHASE USES UNJTS 

TECHNICAL SPECIFlCA'"DONS 

MODEL USES VOLTAGE LJ AMP REACT. KVAR 

CMES-3Y -208 ] 1 4 

CMES-3D 208 20 7 

CMES-3Y 240 ]3 5 

CMES-3D 240 23 S 

CMES-3Y 480 ]8 ]5 

C~vlES-3D 480 26 23 

CMES-3Y 600 24 25 

CNJES-3D 600 32 34 

Ll AMP REACTJVE IS MEASURED AMPERAGE ON THE Ll USES LEAD 

KVAR (3-PHASE) = K1LOVOLT (PHASE-TO-PHASE) x Ll AMP REACT. x ] .73 

Install USES UNITS as close to inductive loads as possible. Match the KV AR of the individuaJ units 
with these loads and have the units switched on and off with the loads. The total additional KVAR 
should be calculated fron} the Power Factor Irnproven1cnt Table to hring the existing syslem power 
factor to the desired Jevel. 

Note: KVAR values can change depending on load characteristics. 
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i A surprisingly potent means of controlling power 
n 
o 

~ Device guards against surges 
I of electricity, cuts utility bills 

By SAM LIBBY 
COUf ant CO',e~pondenl 

- WATERfORD - During a 
:; 2 1/:>·year period, Ihe area 

around Sanford "Bud" Sol
omon's house - which sits high on a 
hill on Old Cokhester Road in Mont
ville - was hil by lightning four 
times. 

The lightning caused e}t'elrical 
power surgt's Ihal deslroyffi his mi
crowave oven, his televisions and 
other household appliances. 

So, in 1989, he turned to an ac· 
quaintance, E. Brian Wohlford, an 
elttuical and computer inventor 
and local entrepreneur. Wohlford, 
4J,inslaIJed a smafl gray boll Ihat he 
had designed as a surge proleclor. 

But it soon became apparenl Ihal 
Ihe small gray box was doing much 
more. Not only 1/Ie~e Solomon's ap
pliances being prot I'dI'd from elec· 
trical surges from lightning, bul he 
al$o began seeing savings in his elec
tricity bin 

Since Ihen, a bosl of enginel'ring 
studies by customl'rs and Undt'r· 
writers Labor atories havl' bft>n done 
on the small gray bor.es, which are 
callffi USES Savings Units. Wohl
ford has conned·?o the units to local 
hOIn("s, and 10 e/e<:'irical systems in 
hO$pitais, mill!arv installations, lac
lories, office tui!dings, apartmmts, 
schools and government buildings. 

This year the USES Savings Unit 
has bft>n lisled by Underwriters Lab· 
oratories as an electrical surge sup
pressor, a voltage regulator, a de
vice thai reduces magnelic fields 
and a power factor correction unit, 
which means il makes sure that Ihe 
kind of power tbal goes inlo appJi
am'es is th(' ('orrect kind. 

And the engineering studies con
ducted on the small gray bolles con
clude thatlhe units reduc('d electric
ity demand 2nd reifuced power costs. 

Russell and Larraine Rice, Mont
ville homeowners who paid $67~ for 
the smallest 16 inches by 6 inches by 
4 mches) USES Savings Unit, which 
is for hom~, say the unit dttreaseif 
their monthly power bill by 30 per
cent and paid lor itst'lf immedialely 
because it was able to corrttt power 
problems. in lhE-ir refrigerator. Be
fore they got the unit, their heavy
duty refrigerator waS not gelling 
enougb electricity to make iCf' cubes. 
~her Jocal homeowners say the 

deVice reducffi their POW(>f costs by 
}O percent to 25 percent and paid for 

iL~l'lf in about a vear and a hal/. 
Owners or supervisors of com

mercial, industrial, military and 
municipal buildings say Ihey've seen 
comparabl{' savings when Ibe units 
are connecled to their power pant'ls. 

Engineering tests also show that 
the boxes reduce dectromagnetic 
fields !thoughl by some scientists to 
be a cause of cancer), which are 
generated by deelric appliances and 
power lines. 

"11 does everything they say it's 
supposed to do," said Williilm Couil
lard, director of buildings and 
grounds for Waterford's public 
schools. Couillard said he tl'sted a 
$3,000 USES Savings Unit on an elec
lrica) panel Ihat controlled the 
pumps and heaters for Walerford 
High School's OIympic·sized swim
ming pool, and also conlrolled lhe 
lights for Ihe school's tennis courts. 

"It does work. II reduces eleclri· 
cal demand. I calculate that we're 
talking an 1l.6 percent savings in 
power costs, ilnd the unit will pay for 
itself in about a year and a quarter to 
a year and a half," Couillard said. 

The unit also has bft>n tesled on 
the school system's electrical pan· 
els, which control the power 10 a 
wide range 01 computer t'quipmenl 

"Although Ihe power companie~ 
don't wanl to talk about II, Ihe power 
thaI comes off the slrt'ets has real 
high peaks or SUI ges, which can real· 
Iy damage computers." Couillard 
said. 

The units dean up eleclric power. 
They increasE' the life expectaJ)('y of 
computers, eleclric motors and oth
er sensitive electrical or electronic 
appliances, he said_ 

But many of the electrical engi· 
neers who have tesled the unit said 
Ihey do not know how the gray boxes 
work. 

Engineers in Northeast Utilities' 
energy conservation department 
saw a demonsuation of Ihe unit, said 
Jeffrey R Kotkin, a spokesman for 
the utility company. 

"But we need more information 
about how this thing works so we can 
do the controlled testing we would 
rt'quire bt>fore we could vouch Ihat 
the unit works," be said. 

''I'll bt> Idarnedf if I can explain 
il.~ sajd Slephen F. PUciDo an energy 
('onservation enginft'r at Ibe U.S. 
Naval Base in Groton. 

Pucino said he lestI'd a unillhat he 
altached to the electrical panel that 
contmllffi the heaters and pumps on 
a swimming pool at tht' submarine 

lodd Bige1ow I ~I to 1"" Courant 

• E. Briall Wohttord has tnnnted 3 devin', the USES Savings Unit, that protects appliances from 
power surges and reduces .. IectrieJ)' demand, among its oth('r proptrtif's. 

base. 
"There's no doubt about ii, it re· 

duces elrelrical demand. .. Jf this 
thing is lor rral, and I can'l find any 
reason why it isn't, this is something 
big, this is the kind of thing thaI could 
make somebody very rich. I told 
Wohlford J hope he has all Ihe pat
mts on this ,) lalked to him aboul 
how it works, and I'm nol sure thai 
he Hen knows. It really bothers me 
Ihat I can't figure it out. If I could 
figure- if out, I'd lell the Na'vy 10 buy 
a whole bunch of them. But sinu- I'm 
nol completely sure how il works, 
I'm telling the Navy to do more tests 
on it, maybe eveD have some physi
cists look at if and Iry to figure it 
oul." 

''I'm not sure of the concept," said 
Brian Johnson, electrical supervisor 
al Lawrence and Memorial Hospilal 
in New London, where the gray boll 
was attached to an elechical panel 
for a h05pital elevalor. "But it did 
reduce electrical demand." 

Johnson said ht' is also advising 
furlber testing of the unit before he 
recommends thaI the hospital pur
chase lhem. 

"At a certain level it's not thai 
hard to figure out." Wohlford said. 

Wohlford said the secret of his 
device is what be ('ans "parallel rap 
around magnelic chokes" in a "mag
netic core memory." 

He said he is filing for patents for 

the device in 43 countries, including 
the United States, Mexico, France, 
England, Ja'pan, Germany and 
Canada. 

Wohlford said the USESunils are 
able 10 monitor the yoltage, currenl, 
magnetism and the e1t'ctfloty load 
of an ekdrifal cinuit. This moni· 
toring of an electr i(al firfuil takes 
place every nanosecond, or about 
one billionth of a s€{'ond. 

The device's magnetic core memo 
ory then t'liminates the highs and 
lows of Ihe circuits' energy use, or as 
Wohlford describes it, it evertS out 
Ihe circuits' eleclricalload, making 
the electrical system much more 
efficienl in its use of elHtricily, and 
also prolecling appliances Irom 
efeclT ical sur ges 

By reducing lhe lISe of electrical 
cunent, the device also direclly re
duces eleclromagnetic lields, which 
(ould pose health hazards, he said. 

The design of Ihe unil also makes 
it easy 10 install, Wohlford said. 

But Wohlford also admits that at a 
cerlain j(>vel he is not c('rtain how ()r 
why USES units work, just as al a 
cerlain level nobody is sure how 
electricity works. Bul he said he is 
sure bis deviCf' wor ks. 

The gray boxes are being manu
facturffi by Wohlford and a fi\'e
person staff in the basemen! ()f his 
home and offices on Old Colchester 
Road in the Quaker Hill section of 
Waterford. 

Bul Wohlford said he believes the 
manufacture of his invention eQuid 
soon involve many other peoplt> 
seeking manufactur ing jobs in south· 
eastt'r n Connecticul's dt'pressed 
economy 

"A 101 of'people tell me J should 
~('lIthis 10 a big (ornpany and makt' a 
lot of mof}('Y righl away," Wohlford 
said. 

There are USES dealers il) Con· 
nrclieut, New York, Mas.~achusetts, 
Virgini<t. Georgia. Arizona and 
Pennsylvania. 

In the past Iwo years, 80 of the 
units have been sold and instaned. 
Wohlford said he is selling about sill 
unils a week, primarily in the 
Northeast 

Wohlford said he is negoliating 
with two local firms that would bt> 
able to make large numbers 01 the 
units in southeastern Connecticut. 
. "People are always asking me 
what the initials USES stand for. 
They aren't the inilials for anything. 
1 calJ it 'hat because it has a lot of 
uses. II can protect appliances from 
power sur ges of as much as 20,000 to 
30,000 volts. Jt reduces electrical 
demand and saves people money, Jt 
saves energy_ JI lengthens the life
span 01 electric motors and appli
ances. It can neate a lot of manufa('
turing jobs. It saves ill reinstallation 
costs for e)eclrical services. It just 
has a lot of uses," he said. 



USES® SHUNT EFFICIENCY SYSTEM 
APPLICATION GUIDE 

The USES~ Shunt Efficiency System is a solid-slate power conditioning device which Jowers costs by 
reducing the elecu-ical energy that must be supplied by the utility company to operate inductive loads. It also 
offers protection from voltage transient surges and spikes and from lightning strikes. 

1. RESIDENTIAL -- USES~ residential units provide surge and spike protection for such items as perSona) 
computers and consumer electronics and energy savings on all motorized e1ectricaJ appliances and loads 
such as refrigerators. freezers. air conditioners. heat pumps, heating system blowers and pumps. swimming
pool and well pumps. washers. and silnilar appliances. Most installations reqUire a single unit which is 
instaned at the service entrance circuit-breaker panel. 
MODEL APPLICATION 

RDES-l For 120/240 volt residential installations. 

CMES-l For 120/240 volt installations in larger homes or homes with 240 voU motor loads that 
operate for considerable periods of time. such as central air conditioning. heat pumps. 
and swimming pool pumps. 

2. COMMERCIAL/INDUSTRIAL -- USES~ commercial and industria) products provide power-factor 
correction. total hannonic current-content and RF-noise reduction. load balancing. surge and spike 
protection. and improved voltage regulation. Energy savings are provided for inductive loads including 
magnetic bal1asted lighting and all motorized equipment such as air conditioning. air compressors. pumps. 
refrigeration. and other industrial-processing equipment. Units are instaJJed at service panels or djstr1buUon 
panels or can be connected locally to eqUipment on the Hne side of any controllers. depending on the facility"s 
electrical eqUipment and electrical disu-ibution system 
MODEL APPLICATION 

CMES-I For 120/240 volt. small commercial installations. 

CMES-3Y For 208/120 volt. 3-phase. 5-wire cmnmerciaJ/industriaJ insta1Jations. 

CMES-3Y (48Ov) For 4BO/277 volt. 3-phase. 5-wire commercial/industriaJ instaJ1ations. 

CMES-3Y (600v) For 600/347 volt. 3-phase. 5-wire commercial/industrial instal1ations. 

CM~S-3D For 208 volt. 3-phase. 4-wire commercial/industrial installations. 

CMES-3D (48Ov) For 480 volt. 3-phase. 4-wire commercial/industrial installations. 

CMES-3D (60Ov) For 600 volt. 3-phase. 4-wire comnlerciaJ/industrial installations. 

3. RECREATIONAL -- USES~ recreational products are for use in recreational vehicles and boats to provide 
surge and spike protection and energy savings on a1l inducUve loads such as refrigerators. freezers. air 
conditioners, and pumps. Units are installed at distribution pane1s. 
MODEL APPLICATION 

CABO-120 

CABO-240 

For 120 volt recreational and marine instalJations. 

For 120/240 volt recreational and marine installations. 

4. AUXJLIARY -- USES~ auxiliary products are designed for use on heavy or remotely located loads. such as 
motors. pumps. and bal1asted lighting. They only can be used in conjunction with an RDES. CMES. or CABO 
primary unit and are instal1ed in electrical panels or are connected locally to eqUipment on the line side of 
any control1ers 
MODEL APPLICATION 

BL-]20 

BL-20B/240 

BL-300 

BLM-3Y 

BLM-3Y (48Ov) 

BLM-3D 

BLM-3D (48Ov) 

For ) 20 volt instaJJations. 

For 208 to 240-volt instal1ations. 

For 277 volt. phase-to-neutral1oad installations. 

For 208/120 voll. 3-phase. 5-wire commercial/industrial instaJJalions. 

For 480/277 volt. 3-phase. 5-wire comlnercial/industrial insta1Jations. 

For 208 volt. 3-phase. 4-wire cOJnmercial/industriaJ installations. 

For 480 volt. 3-phase. 4-wire commercial/industrial installations. 
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We use the pie chart to graphically display the features for the USES® Savings Unit 
because it visually shows the make-up of where the savings will be realized but also tries 
to emphasize that there is more to the unit than just helping lower your electric bills. 

An important point which cannot be stressed enough is our product incorporates all of 
these features in one. To date, an individual would have to separately purchase: 

1) Capacitors or soft starts for motors 
2) Power factor correction device 
3) Spike or surge protection outlet strips 
4) Lightning arrestor equipment 
5) Timers, special lighting 
6) Load balance equipment 
7) Magnetism reduction equipment 

To incorporate these into your presentation, Jet us look at all the product features and the 
benefits to your customer. 

USES® FEATURE/BENEFIT 

FEATURE BENEFIT 

· Reduces maintenance of motors · Prolonged motor life 

· Surge and spike protection · Suppresses contact arcing 

· Lightning protection · Increases motor compressor 

· Helps lower demand (KW) reliability 

· Helps lower kilowatt hours (KWh) · Reduces electricaf noise 

· Reduces magnetism · Improves voltage regulation 

· U.L. listed · Protects computers 

· 3 year limited warranty · Protects sensitive electrical 

· Requires no maintenance equipment ie .• microwaves, 

· Easy installation VCRsp stereos 

· Helps to balance loads · Increases lamp fife 

· Provides whole house protection 
by installation to service panel 

· Requires no maintenance 

· Reduces our exposure to 
magnetic fields at our electrical 
service 

· Independent testing by U. L. for 
public safety 

· Reduces loads on panels 

· Reduced rate on property 
insurance for qualified policy 
holders. 



SAVINGS PROFILE 

USES® A. C. POWER CONDITIONER 

SAVINGS PAYBACK 

MAINTENANCE 

SURGE 
& 

SPIKES 

MAINTENANCE 

• VOLTAGE REGULATION 
• MOTOR LIFE AND lAMP LIFE 
• CONTACT ARCING 
• fR LOSSES 
• FIL TEA ELECTRIC NOISE AND R.F. NOISE 
• LOWER AMP FOR TRIPPING CB 
• BALANCING AND lOAD REDUCTION ON PANEL AND SERVICES 
• MAGNETISM IS REDUCED FROM POINT OF CONNECTION. 

*Lower Property Insurance costs for qualified policy holders. 



Let ~PUSES<8r' Be Your Electrical Watch Dog. 

USES MFG INC. 
P_o. Box 156 

152 Old Colchester Road 
Quaker Hill, CT 06375 

USES® 

TECHNOLOGY FOR EFFECTIVE CONSERVATION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY 

The escalating cost of the primary fuels used in the production of electric power 
(coal, oil, and natural gas) has made conservation of electricity a maHer of universal 
concern. The extensive allocation of these basic fuels to the production of eJectric power 
nas made saving electricity synonymous with saving important non-renewable resources. 

Most efforts at conserving electric energy today emphasize more efficient utilization 
and/or effective management of available electrical energy; Le., improved insulation of 
living and working spaces, efficient lighting systems, staggered loading to minimize peak 
demand, elimination of unnecessary use of electrical energy, etc. Programs in this area 
are in large part dependent on public cooperation or may not be sufficientty cost effective 
to merit implementation. We at USES® have a solution to the programs above which is 
highly cost-effective, and helps savings of electrical energy that is wasted. 

The USES® approach to saving electrical energy focuses on providing more 
efficient and effective use of generated electrical power. Toward this end it must be 
recognized that, first, not all of the power generated. by any plant reaches the user; 
energy is expended in deJivering this power due mostly to the inherent resistance in the 
circuit conductors. This effect varies with the distance from the generating station to the 
load. Second, each generating station supplies current 10 a multitude of differing 
equipments. ~ome of these devices, primarily motors, interact with the power supplied 
in such a way as to force the utility to deliver more power to the motor than is actually 
needed. The technical designation for this phenomenon is "poor power factor". A 
detailed explanation of poor power factor is not necessary here. What is important is that 
this condition is unavoidable and exists wherever a motor is used. The expense of the 
power wasted as a result of poor power factor is borne by the utitity. The utility may 
charge the customer for this wasted energy, but the energy is wasted nonetheless. 

The new technology we employ uses paraflel rap round magnetic chokes oriented 
to create crossing lines of magnetic force across the voltage and current of each electrical 
phase. Based on the magnetic fieJds sensed, it helps correct the quality of the power 
wave at the point of connection without disrupting the operation of the motor or equipment 
being served. USES® monitors the load approximately every 1 x 1012 seconds. The idea 
of the USES® AC power conditioner is to make sure your inductive equipment does not 
waste energy and lhe power being used by the customer for his equipment is more 
efficient and not wasted. 

1 



A USES® unit is easily instalJed across an existing 30 AMP circuit breaker in your 
distribution panel. Units are sized for 120/240 volt single phase residential systems to 
3 phase 4 wire 480 volt industrial systems. Virtually all types of end users can be 
accommodated. They include, but are not limited to, private dwellings, apartment 
buildings, commercial buildings, industrial sites, stores, supermarkets, hospitals, marine 
installations, etc. The only distinction among them is that their savings increase with level 
of usage. 

USES® Savings Unit Power Conditioner technology has a patent pending and it 
is presently filed in 43 countries. In December 1990, the unit completed engineering 
investigation and testing by Underwriters Laboratories and received approval for listing 
under category 5B81 "Industrial Control Equipment". Their report, under file number 
E 132743, describes our unit as: 

"These devices are closed type power factor correction units with surge 
suppression. They use a polymeric enclosure. They function as a solid 
state surge and spike suppressors for vottage. They are intended to limit 
the max amplitude of vottage spikes and surges on power lines to specified 
values. The devices intend to reduce line transmitted interference or noise 
generated by motors or appliances. They imporve voltage regulation. They 
reduce magnetic fields through wire and equipment from the point of 
connection of the Unit back to the source by reducing current When these 
devices are connected to inductive roads, connected on each hot leg they 
intend to balance the current on each of these legs and lower the current 
on the neutral. They are intended to be instaUed on the load side of the 
main disconnect." 

One might ask about the frequency of power surges or spikes which can best be 
understood by reviewing a study prepared by George Allen and Donald Segall of IBMts 
Sys1em Development Division: 

INCIDENCE RATE OF HARMFUL 
POWER LINE DISTURBANCES 

Oscillatory. decaying 
transients 

Voltage spikes 
(Inpulse transients) 

UndervoJtagesl _ 14.41month 
overVoltages 11.0% 

Voltage I 0.6/month 
outages 0.5% 
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62. 61mo nth 
49.0% 

50.7/month 
39.50/0 

Total: 128.3/month 
100.00/0 

I 
88.5% 
of Total 

---' 



Within your home or business, when an appliance or piece of equipment is turned 
on, the rush of current to energize it sets up a magnetic field; turning off the same 
appliance or equipment and the sudden decay of current within, sets up another magnetic 
field. These sudden surges and collapses of electrical energy, referred to technically as 
transients, can cause damage to sensitive electronic equipment and computers. 

When studied by General Electric Research and Development Center in 
Schenectedy, NY they reported in General Electric Transient Voltage Suppression 
Manual, "Electricity being turned off or on in a home causes voltage 'spikes' up to 2,500 
volts. Voltage surges from outside sources including lighting reach up to 5,600 volts on 
a 120 volt line." 

A sudden change in supply voltage brought on by a cycling oil burner, air 
conditioner, refrigerator, etc., can cause a computer to lose memory) garble valuable 
data, or go blank and have to be restarted, with all accumulated data lost. Our USES® 
devices are designed to absorb and attenuate major transients before any damage can 
be done. They are especiaUy effective against severe surges in electrical power at the 
point of entry. For this reason many are in use in commercial and business environments 
primarily for their protective capability; their energy-saving is considered an additional 
bonus. 

The USES® devices have been tested for their ability to eliminate or significantly 
reduce the surges discussed above. They respond to spikes and surges in less than 5 
nanoseconds «5 x 109

). They are extremely effective in reducing surges resulting from 
activating large motors and other heavy duty equipment. This feature serves to extend 
the life of the equipment as well as reducing the power required. 

The electrical energy associated with magnetic fields is not localized, or confined 
to the point of origin. It radiates over local circuits back to the service entry cables. over 
the transmission Jines and eventually back to the power plant or origin. These fields also 
radiate outward from the circuits of origin which act as antennas, into the immediate 
surroundings. The USES® unit reduces magnetic fields through wire and equipment from 
point of connection of the unit back to the source by reducing current. Another factor to 
be considered regarding these magnetic fields is the frequency with which they occur. 
Bear in mind that thousands of appliances and other electrical devices are being turned 
on or off all the time. Current is increasing and decreaSing constantly with the USES® 
unit current on their lines from point of connection will be reduced. 

This means the widespread use of the USES® devices would contribute greatly 
to reducing of magnetic fields. 
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IDSES 
FACTS ON ELECTRICAL SPIKES & SURGES 

• Electrical Spike~ A rapid burst of excessive electrical current. 

• Electrical Surge~ A prolonged burst of excessive electrical current. 

• Spikes & Surges Happen frequently~ National; average is 3.5 times every day at every 
home. { Source: IBM Research Study} 

• Causes: A} Power Company~ Grid load switching. 
B} Thunder Storms~ Lightning and static electricity build up. 
C} Demand Changes- Sudden power shut downs within your service area. 
D} Accidents~ The transfonner falling in Burlington. ( Free Press. 4/3/90 ) 

• The Problem is Real--- Industry is spending $504 million each year for protection against 
electrical surges. 

• Common Appliances at risk in your home: 

• Microwave Ovens 
• V.C.R. 
• C.D. Players 
• All Clocks & Radios 

• Telephones 
• Garage Door Openers 
• Computer 
• Any Electrical Device with a Printed 

Circuit Board and\or Micro Chips 

Three common ways Surges can enter your home: 

I} Power Line Service 
2} Telephone Line Service 
3) Cable T.V. Line Service 

• How Surge Protection Works--- A MOV ( Metal Oxide Varistor) literally absorbs the excess 
electrical energy. converts it to heat energy and dispenses it into the air. 

• Surges are more Hazardous and Costly today,.... Because the average home has more 
appliances equipped with micro chips. pre-printed circuit boards. and liquid crystal 
displays than any home did. even four years ago. 

• Your home needs Electrical Surge Protection because: 

I} Spikes & Surges happen 
2} Your home does get them daily 
3} They reduce the useful life of your appliances ... even your light bulbs 
4} Surge Protection is cost effective. You can completely protect your 
. home for less money than the costs of two service calls by appliance 

or T.V. repair. 
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Most Frequently Asked guestions about the IDsi~s 
USES Shunt Efficiency System 

-Is JTLECAL: WILL THE UTILllY COMPANY COME AND TAKE IT AWAY? 

Yes, it is legal. The US~ System is not connected to the utility 
meter. It is connected in parallel to your service panel by a licensed 
electrician. 

-WHERE DO mE AMPS GO? 

The US~ System improves the power the utility company provides 
enabling you to operate more efficiently. 

-WHAT IS THE LENGlli OF WARRAN1Y? 

Three { 3 J years, limited. 
- How LONG W1LL lliE USES~ SYSlEM LAST? 

We estimate 8 to 10 years prior to needing service. 
- DOES IT WORK ON VARIABLE FREQUENCY DRIVES? 

Yes, it works on the A.C. line side. 
- How MUCH CAN I SAVE ON MY ELECTRJC HEAT? 

Very little. The US~ System provides minimal savings to purely 
resistive loads such as electric heat, clothes dryers, electric stoves, 
etc ... 

-CAN'T 1 JUST BUY A LESS EXPENSIVE BL OR BLM USES~ UNIT FOR MY lARGE ELECTRlC LOAD? 

No, the USES- System is designed to work in conjunction with a main 
unit on the service panel to further reduce 12R losses from the point of 
the load back. 

- IF EACH UNIT IS DESIGNED FOR 200 AMPS, WHAT HAPPENS IF IT SEES MORE OR IF mE PANEL IS RAlED 

400 OR 600 AMPS? 
The US~ System reaches the maximum saturation. Then, no 
additional savings will be provided. 

-AT WHAT SIZE MCYfOR DOES IT JUSTlFY A FUlL UNJT{ CMES-3D}? 
Most applications, 10 lIP and above. If the motor is energy efficient 
and sized properlyfor the load, 20 HP or above. 

-WHAT HAPPENS WHEN mE MOTOR OR PANEL ISN?T DRAWING A WAD? DoES THE USES~ SYSTEM STILL 

DRAW CURRENT? WIlL IT STILL PROVJDE ENERGY SAV1NGS? 

Yes, but the amount drawn is proportional to the load at the panel. The 
USES» System will provide savings because it will chase other 
inductive loads in the building and reduce their consumption. 

• How DO I KNOW WHEN lliE USES~ SYSTEM NEEDS SERVlCING? 

There are indicator lights on the side of the US~ Unit. If any of them 
are out, the unit should be serviced. 

- Do I NEED A PANEL FOR EVERY PANEL IN MY FACIUTI'l 

No. The USEs- System should be placed as close to the inductive loads 
as possible. It is not necessary to place it on panels with all resistive 
loads or receptacles unless you have something you want to protect. 

-My HOUSE HAS 1WO PANELS. Do 11iEY EACH NEED ONE? 

Not necessarily. Some houses have two panels because one is electric 
heat. 
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IDsi~s 
USES MFG INC. 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS FOR RESIDENTIAL BUYERS 

Q: What are power disturbances and where do they come from? 

A: Power disturbances are sudden voltage changes which are caused in many ways: 
Animals in contact with the power lines, the next door handy man using power 
equipment, road accidents involving utility poles, and stonny weather. More frequently, 
however, the disturbance occurs within the house when the AIC compressor cycles or 
because faulty wiring exists. A voltage surge quickly travels through the wires damaging 
unprotected sensitive electronic equipment. A surge may also enter the house via the 
telephone line or 1V coaxial cable. 

Q: Doesn't the circuit breaker protect home equipment? 

A: Common AIC circuit breakers do not react fast enough to stop surge damage. 
When the source of the surge is inside the home or business. it doesn't pass through the 
circuit breakers. This is why surge protection is important. 

Q: Isn't surge protection only for computers? 

A: No. Televisions. stereo systems. VCR's, microwave ovens. home security systems -
aJI have silicone chips which are sensitive to sudden voltage changes. Even water heaters 
, air conditioners and major appliances such as refrigerators can be damaged by larger 
surges. 

Q: Why would I need surge protection now when I never needed it before? 

A: Electronics are changing rapidly, becoming increasingly sophisticated and 
intricate. Much of todays technology was not commonly used just five years ago. 
ModeD1 lV's, microwaves, computers, VCR's and other electronic equipment are 
sometimes very sensitive to even small variations in voltage. 

Q: Can a surge damage my equipment even if I am not using it ? 

A: Yes, as long as the equipment is plugged in, surges can erode the tiny 
microprocessor chips inside. The equipment can be damaged even if it is turned off. 

Q: What about lightning protection? 

A: Millions of dollars in equipment and appliances are destroyed annually by the 
devastating power of lightning strikes. The magnitude of the problem is illustrated by 
recently revised business electronic eqUipment poliCies of some major insurance 
companies who now offer premium discounts to customers who use surge protection 
devices. 
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DESCRIPTION &EJSI£S 
Our Savings Unit was designed to cut demand and save money on your electric bins. As 

you realize. demand is what determines a commercial customers rate on his bill. Our Unit 
also acts as a surge suppressor, as we had to incorporate a suppressor into our unit to 
protect our own product. 

Our unit balances the load in the panel box, takes out the spikes and surges, reduces 
the I2R loss and reduces the noise pollution in the lines. A good electric~ current is like a 
wave, versus the irregular waves you now receive. Our unit corrects the rrregular waves to 
create as perfect a wave as possible to supply cleaner power. . 

The unit is also a positive envelope. which means that only 130 volts wIll be expe]]ed 
to the electrical system at anyone time. therefore protecting the system from surges. The 
unit reduces wear and tear on motors and lights. By reducing the wear and tear. your 
motors run cooler. The ballasts and fluorescent bulbs last longer as the unit takes the 
spikes out of the lines. 

In our demonstration we can show by using an amp meter how we can reduce the 
initial start and running wattage on eight energy saving lamps by more than one amp and 
in some cases by much more. We cut the initial start up on motors by much.more. w.e 
can also demonstrate how our unit has no effect on the light output or runnlng of a 11ght 
or motor. 

Not aU electrical equipment is pure resistance. Any piece of equipment which requires 
a magnetic field to operate. for example a motor. a transfonner. a fluorescent ballast. or a 
solenoid will cause the voltage and current to get out of phase unless some corrective 
action is taken. Even if it is only a fraction of a second, it takes time to create and 
co)]apse a magnetic field which is what happens in an AC current circuit. This is similar 
in effect to physical inertia and is called inductance. 

Many utilities do not show a penalty on their bills but they do have a KVAR or a KVA 
demand charge. Both of these are another way of len ali zing an end user for poor power 
factor. If a plant is being charged for KV A deman and all that demand is not being 
converted to KW or useful work then the end user is paying the higher}{VA demand and 
the related charges on the utiJity bill. Less current flOwing in the end users conductors 
which means lower }2R losses in the lines. This win result in lower basiC KWH energy 
charges. lower sales taxes and lower fuel adjusbnent charges. It also means higher 
voltages at motors. which will run cooler, thereby. increasing their life. 

As said previously. our unit is also a very heavy duty surge suppressor. This is a very 
important factor. whether it is used in a home or in a commercial building. Although. 
most homes do not have high power bills. many people wonder why they should purchase a 
unit. The unit will reduce the power bill. but most important it wi]] protect their 
refrigerator motors and other motors from hannful spikes. The unit win also protect their 
televisions and m~crowaves. which are very easily damaged by spikes and brown outs. 
Saving an appliance such as these would make the purchase of a unit wo~whi1e. The 
unit is also very important if one lives in a trailer park where power supply IS usually below 
standard. . 

In a commerciaJ app1ication. not only would the unit save on the bill. but it would 
protect the air conditioning. heat pump and any other large motors from surges. The 
motors would run cooler, more efficiently and would require less maintenance. We have 
not even tried to calculate the savings achieved by reducing the maintenanc.e on motors. 
replacement of fluorescent bulbs and ballasts. In most applications the saVlngs could be 
very substantial. 

USES. Jnc. has designs to correct above problems and actual models for the fonowing 
units which are wired in a receptacle no more than 10· from a panel. Our Inodel numbers 
are as fo]]ows; RDES-l, CMES-l. CMES-3Y. CMES-3D. CMES-3Y 480, CMES-3D 480. 
CABO-120 and CABO-240 for different voltages. 
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mlRlCAL WATCH I>OG 

SA VES MONEY AND CONSERVES ENERGY !1SES· Shunt Efficiency System : _ SES 
These devices are closed type power factor correction units with surge suppression. They 

use a polymeric enc1osure. They function as a solid state surge and spike suppressors for voltage. 
They are intended to 1imit the maximum amplitude of voltage spikes and surges on power lines to 
specified values. The devices intend to reduce Hne transmitted interference or noise generated by 
motors or appliances. They improve voltage regulation. They reduce magnetic fie1ds through wire 
and equipment from the point of connection of the Unit back to the source by reducing current. 
When these devices are connected to inductive loads. connected on each hot leg they intend to 
balance the current on each of these legs and lower the current on the neutral. They are intended 
to be instaJled on the load side of the main disconnect. 

In order to provide you with an overview. the following is a brief synopSis of the 
benefits of the USES· Shunt Efficiency System: 

• HELPS LOWER DEMAND AND KlLOWATf HOURS 
• HELPS LOWER ELECfRlC BILLS 
• IMPROVES MOTOR PERFORMANCE AND HELPS EXTENDS LAMP AND BALLAST UFE. 
• LOWERS PR WSSES. 
• INCREASES EFFECTIVENESS OF ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS 
• REDUCES MAGNETISM. 
• PROTECTS AGAINST POWER SURGES AND SPIKES. 

Briefly our device is a UL and CSA approved product. These devices are closed type power 
factor correction units with surge suppression. They use a polymeric enc1osure. They function as 
a solid state surge and spjke suppressors for voltage. They are intended to limit the max 
amplitude of voltage spikes and surges on power Jines to speCified values. The devices intend to 
reduce line transmitted interference or noise generated by motors or appliances. They improve 
voltage regulation. They reduce magnetic fields through wire and equipment from the point of 
connection of the Unit back to the source by reducing current. When these devices are connected 
to inductive loads. connected on each hot leg they intend to balance the current on each of these 
legs and lower the current on the neutral. They are intended to be installed on the load side of the 
main disconnect. . 

The USESe Shunt Efficiency System technology can significantly reduce both KW demand 
and KWH usage for residential, commercial and industrial electrical systems. The device corrects 
power factor, balances loads. reduces spikes. surges. harmonics and noise. For an types of 
inductive equipment the device reduces eddy currents. hysteresis losses and counter EMF. 
Purely resistive loads receive minimal benefit. 

Additional savings are obtained from lower maintenance requirements for motors, longer 
times between replacement of fluorescent bulbs and higher reHabHHy of solid slate circuitry in 
computers and communications systems. 

The new technology uses magnetic chokes oriented to create crOSSing lines of magnetic 
force across the vollage and current of each electrical phase. Based on the magnetic fields 
sensed. an appropriate capacitance. inductance or resistance is jntroduced to the system. USES· 
monitors the load apprOximately every I X 10 seconds and responds to spikes and surges jn less 
than 5 nanoseconds «5 X 10 ). This degree of response permits dynamic power factor 
correction regardless of load variations. 

A USES- Unit is easily installed across an existing 20 or 30 amp circuit breaker in your 
distribution panel. For optimum savings one unit is instaUed for every 200 amps of load. Units 
are sized for 120/240 volt single phase residential systems to 3 phase 4 wire 480 volt industrial 
systems. 

USES· Shunt Efficiency System has been patented. In December 1990. the devices 
completed tests and approval for listing by the Underwriters Laboratories under category 5B81 
"Industrial Contro] Equipment". 

Without changing voltage or current to an eight energy saving lamp load or a High Pressure 
Sodium light. a good reduction in initial start and running wattage can be demonstrated. 
Depending on your electrical loads and energy consumption. you can expect a substantial savings 
)n your electric bi11. 
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Technical Description Jijsl~s 
Power factors are generally lagging because of the exciting currents required by 

induction motors. transformers, fluorescent lighting. induction heating furnaces, etc .. 
Po\ver factor improvement can be obtained through the use of synchronous motors or 
capacitors at the proper locations. 

Low power factor has an adverse effect upon system operation. This fact applies to 
both industrial and utility power systems. For this reason. the rate structures of many 
utilities contciln power factor clauses which penalize consumers with low power factor 
loads. The savings from improvement in power factor can be calculated from daily load 
chart of the plant and the particular rate structure involved. It is not uncommon for the 
capacitors to pay for themselves in a period of a few years. 

Low power factor should be avoided for three reasons. First, since circuits and circuit 
elements tend to be more reactive than resistive. reactive components of current produce 
larger voltage drops than an equal resistive component of current. System voltage 
regulation suffers and additional voltage regulating equipment may be required for 
satisfactory operation. 

The second disadvantage of low power factor is the inefficient utilization of system 
equipment due to the increased current flow per unit of real power transmitted. This larger 
current magnitude produces additional heating in system equipment and in effect. derates 
these components: Power factor correction win release this system capacity and permit 
increased loading without installation of additional distribution eqUipment. 

A third disadvantage is the cost of the increased losses throughout the system. These 
losses vary as the square of the current and also inversely as the power factor squared. 
The reduction in system losses can result in an annual gross return of as much as 10 
percent of the investment in power factor improvement eqUipment. 

Motors and other utilization equipment are deSigned for operation at rated voltage. A 
loss in performance or life is experienced if other than rated voltage is applied to the 
equipment terminals. The ultimate effect of voltage variation is a function of the design of 
the equipment and the magnitude of the variation. Recognizing the fact that constant 
rated terminal voltage may not be mcilntained. various standardized bodies have allowed 
certain voltage tolerances within which the eqUipment will operate satisfactorily but not 
neceSSarily within guaranteed performance values. 

A maximum voltage variation of + 10 percent of rated is allowed for satisfactory 
operation of electric motors. Synchronous motor performance is generally affected the 
same manner. with the exception of the pun out torque. which is a direct function of 
voltage. 

The major effects of motor operation at reduced voltages are increased losses. increased 
temperature rises. and reduction in starting and maximum running torques. Operation at 
voltages higher than rated produces greater starting and running torques. higher starting 
current and decreased power factor. In general there is less adverse effect on motor 
performance at terminal vo1tages slightly in excess of rated values than for voltages less 
than rated. 

Power factor is the ratio of the true power or watts to the apparent power or volt 
amperes. The power factor is expressed as a decimal or in percentage. Thus power factors 
of 0.8 and of 80 percent are the same. In giving the power factor of a circuit. state whether 
it is leading or lagging. The current is always taken with respect to the voltage. A power 
factor of 0.75 lagging means that the current Jags the voltage. The power factor may have a 
value anywhere between 0 and 1.0 but never greater than 1.0. 

The power factor in a noninductive circuit is one containing resistance only. is always 
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]) or ] 00 percent; i.e) the product of volts and amperes in such a circuit gives true power. 
The power factor in a circuit containing inductance or capacitance may be anything 
between 0 and I (0 and 100 percent), depending on the amount of inductance or 
capacitance in the circuit. 

The term kilowatt (kW) indicates the measure of power which is aU available for work. 
K.ilovoH amperes (KV A) indicate the measure of apparent electric power made up of two 
components. an energy component and a watt less or induction component. Kilowatts 
indicate real power and kilovolts-amperes apparent power. They are identical only when 
current and vo1tage are in phase. i.e .. when the power factor is I. Ammeters and 
voltmeters indicate total effective current and voltage regardless of the power factor. while 
a watt meter indicates the effective product of the instantaneous values of EMF and 
current. A watt meter. then indicates real power. 

Standard guarantees on AC generators are made on the basis of loads at 80 percent 
power factor. However. it must not be inferred that a given generator wi]} deliver its rated 
power output at all power factors. The generator rating in kilowatts will be reduced in 
proportion to the power factor and probably in a greater ratio if the power factor is very 
low. The method of rating AC generators by kilovolt amperes instead of by kilowatts is now 
in general use. 

In industrial plants, excessively low power factor is usually due to under loaded 
induction motors because the power factor of motors is much less at partial loads than at 
full load. If motors are under loaded. new motors of smaller capacity should be 
substituted. 

A single phase alternating EMF will be induced in an annature coil which has its sides 
set in a generator frame. the same distance apart as are a north and a south magnet that 
are forced to sweep continuously past the coil sides at a unifonn speed. The distance 
between a north and south pole is always called 180 electrical degrees. The distance 
between a north pole and the next north pole is called 360 electrical degrees. In a given 
generator. the circumferential distance is the same between any two adjacent north and 
south poles. 

Power capacitors are capacitors with relatively large values of capacity which are used 
on power distribution systems or in plants for improving the power factor. Since many 
power companies include low power factor penalties, kilovolt ampere demand rates. or 
power factor bonuses in their rate schedules. it is often economical for industrial 
consumers to install capacitors for power factor improvement. These capacitors are 
connected across the line and neutralize the effect of lagging power factor loads, thus 
reducing the current for a given kilowatt load. 

The best point to connect capacitors to the circuit depends upon cost considerations. 
Relatively small capacitor units can be connected at the individual loads, or the total 
capacitor kilovolt amperes can be grouped at one point and connected to the main bus. 
Greater power factor corrective effect for a given total capacitor kilovolt amperes will result 
with the capacitors located directly at each individual load, since the current is thereby 
reduced all the way from the load to the source. The first cost of an installation of 
individual capacitors will be greater. however, than that for one unit of the same total 
kilovolt amperes located at a central point. The greater saving in operating expense due to 
individual capacitors must be weighed against their increased first cost. 

The life of a fluorescent lanlp is affected not only by the voltage and current supplied to 
it but also by the number of times it is started. Electron emission material is sputtered off 
from the electrodes continuously during the operation of the lamp and larger quantities 
each time the lamp starts. Since life nonnally ends when the emission material is 
completely consumed from one of the electrodes, the greater the number of burning hours 
per start. the longer the life of the hunp. When the emission material is exhausted. lamps 
on a preheat type of circuit will blink on and off as the electrodes heat but the arc fails to 
strike. Lamps designed for instant or rapid start will simply fail to operate. Blinking 
lamps should be removed from the circuit promptly to protect both the starter and the 
ballast from overheating. 2 of 6 



The rated average life of a fluorescent Jamp in burning hours is based upon the average 
life of large representative groups of laJnps measured in the laboratory under specified test 
conditions. Many fluorescent lamps have a rated average life of 12,000 to 20,000 hours at 
3 burning hours per start. 

With the proper ballast operating voltage within the line voltage limits shown on the 
ballast label. rated lamp life should be obtained. 

All semiconductor devices are intolerant of voltage transients in excess of their voltage 
ratings. Even such a short lived transient as a few microseconds can cause the 
semiconductor to fail catastrophically or may degrade it so as to shorten its useful Hfe. 

Frequently, damage occurs when a high reverse voltage is applied to a non-conducting 
PN junction. The junction may avalanche at a small point due to the non unifonnity of 
the electric field. Also. excess leakage current can occur across the passivated junction 
between the tenninations on the pellet surface. The current can create a low resistance 
channel that degrades the junction blocking voltage capability below the applied steady 
state voltage. In the avalanche case thermal runaway can occur because of localized 
heating building up to cause a melt through which destroys the junction. 

If the base-emitter junction of a transistor is avalanched or zenered by a reverse pulse. 
the forward current will be degraded. The triggering sensitivity of a thruster will be reduced 
in the same manner by zenering the gate cathode junction. Thrusters can also be damaged 
if turned on by high voltage spike (forward break over) under bias conditions that allow a 
rate of current increase (di/dt) beyond device capability. This win occur in virtually all 
practical circuits because the discharge of the RC dv! dt protection circuits win exceed 
device capability for di! dt and destroy the thruster. 

The high voltage generated by breaking current to an inductor with a mechanical 
switch will ultimately cause pitting. welding. material transfer. or erosion of the contacts. 
The nature of ultimate failure of the contacts depends upon upon such factors as the type 
of metal used, rate of opening, contact bounce. atmosphere, temperature, steady state and 
in rush currents, and AC or DC operation. Perhaps most important is the amount of 
energy dissipated in each operation of the contacts. 

The actual breaking of current by a set of contacts is a complex operation. The 
ultimate break occurs at a microscopic bridge of metal which due to the inductive load. is 
forced to carry nearly all the original steady state current. Ohmic heating of this bridge 
causes it to fonn a plasma, which will conduct current between the contacts when supplied 
with a current and voltage above a certain threshold. The inductor. of course is more than 
happy to supply adequate voltage. (V=Ldijdt). As the contacts separate and the current 
decreases, a threshold is reached, and the current stops abruptly f'chopping"}. Inductor 
current then charges stray capacitances up to the breakdown voltage of the atmosphere 
between the contacts. (For air. this occurs at about 300V.) The capacitance discharges and 
recharges repeatedly until all the energy is disSipated. 
This arc causes sufficient contact heating to melt. oxidize .or "burn" the metal, and when 
the contacts close again. the contacts may fonn a poorer connection. If they "bounce". or 
are closed soon after arcing. the contacts may be suffiCiently molten to weld closed. 
Welding can also occur as a result of high in rush currents passing through the initially 
formed bridges upon closing. 

On AC power lines. surges are generated by utility switching. correction of a brownout. 
or lightning. But there are dozens of surge sources right inside your office. factory or 
home. The simple act of starting an office machine can cause a surge. 

And every solid state circuit is a target, whether it's a mainframe computer or a 
microwave oven. As little as 450 volts can be destructive, and routine surge activity ranges 
from 250 to 3000 volts. 

Noise causes more aggravation. Picked up from fluorescent lighting, broadcast 
transmissions. power tools. even static electricity. it upsets the operation of computers. 
office machines and telecommunications equipment. And it can garble or completely 
destroy valuable stored data. 
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Most suppressors ignore noise. but high performance units reduce destructive 
interference by 40 to 60 dB. Noise reduction perfonnance, like clamping level and response 
time. is also a part of the units speCifications. 

Lightning is the biggest cause of surges from outside a buiJding. We're excluding, 
"direct hit" Jightning damage from this discussion. Lightning surges are the result of 
induced voltage on the power lines caused by lightning strikes in the vicinity of the lines. 
The surges ride the lines into the buiidings through the service entrance conductors. 

Good suppression techniques can significantly reduce the amount of energy diSSipated 
at the contacts, with a proportional increase in operating life. Suppression can also 
reduce the noise generated by this arcing. Voltage limiting devices are particularly suited 
to preventing the noisy high voltage "showering" arc described above. 

Transient over voltages can cause breakdown of insulation, resulting in either a 
temporary disturbance of device operation or instantaneous failure. The insulating level in 
the fonner case wiJl be weakened leading to premature failure. 

The severity of the breakdown varies with the type of insulation, air. liquid, or solid. 
The first two tend to be self healing. while breakdown of solid insulation (generally organic 
materials) is generally a permanent condition. 

Air clearances between metal and electrical devices and power wiring constitute air 
gaps,which behave according to the usual physics of gap breakdown (pressure. humidity, 
shape of electrodes, spacing). The International Electrotechnical Commission Working 
Group on Low Voltage Insulation Coordination has developed a table listing the minimum 
clearances in air for optimum and worst case electric field conditions existing between 
electrodes. Breakdown of the clearance between metal parts can be viewed as a fonn of 
protection. limiting the overvoltage on the rest of the circuit. However. this protection is 
dependent upon the likelihood of AC line current that may fo]]ow during the arc 
breakdown. Normally. fo]]ow on current should cause the system fuse or breaker to 
function. If the follow on current is limited by circuit impedance then the system fUSing 
may not operate. In that case sufficient heat could be generated to cause a fire. 
Experience with power wiring has shown that metal clearances flash over regularly and 
harmlessly under transient voltage conditions. and power follow on problems are rare but 
can occur. 

In liquid dielectrics. an impulse breakdown not fol1owed by a power current can be 
quite innocuous. However. this type of breakdown is of limited interest in low voltage 
systems. where liqUid insulation systems are seldom used. except in conlbination with 
some degree of solid insulation. 

Breakdown of solid insulation generally results in local carbonization of an organiC 
material. Inorganic insulation materials are generally mechanically or permanently 
damaged. When no power follow on current takes place. the system can recover and 
continue operating. However. the degrading insulating characteristics of the material leads 
to breakdown at progressively lower levels until a mild overvoltage. even within AC line 
overvoltage tolerances. brings about the ultimate permanent short circuit. Since the final 
failure can occur when no transients are present. the reaJ cause of the problem may be 
concealed. 

Breakdown along the surface of insulation is the concern of creepage specifications. 
The working group of IEC cited above is also generating recommendations on creepage 
distances. The behavior of the system where creepage is concerned is less predictable than 
is the breakdown of insulation in the bulk because the environment (dust, humidity) wi]] 
determine the withstand capability of the creepage surface. 

When conSidering the withstand capabilities of any insulation system. two 
fundamental facts must be remembered. The first is that breakdown of insulation is not 
instantaneous but is governed by the statistics of avalanche ionization. Hence there is a 
"volt time" characteristic. which challenges the deSigner to coordinate protection systems 
1S a function of the impinging wave shape. The second is that the distribution of voltages 
across insulation is rarely linear. For example. a steep wave front produces a piling up of 
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voltage in tile first fe\v turns of a n1otor winding. often with reflections inside the winding. 
Also, the breakdown in the gap between the electrodes. initiating at the surface, is 
considerably dependent upon the overall field geometry, as wel1 as on macroscopic surface 
condition. 

In our parallel choke there are two air gaps. The purpose of ilie air gap in these 
magnetic chokes is to prevent the core from being saturated. The introduction of an air 
gap ( or nonmagnetic gap) into the magnetic circuit introduces an action called fringing. 
Since the flux Jines naturally tend to spread apart from each other and the penneabiJity of 
the surrounding air is the same as the gap itself. the lines of force will tend to spread 
apart. Fringing causes the flux density in the air gap to be slightly less than the flux 
density of the iron sections of the magnetic circuit. This air gap, less current being used, 
and crossing parallel choke lines through the opposite choke results in a reduction of eddy 
currents, hysteresis losses, and counter EMF for all type of inductive equipment and also 
act as an improved filter. 

Not only do the units help to correct and improve all the above conditions mentioned 
in the description. It also takes care of electrical transients induced internally in the 
building and externally of the building. which are prevalent to electrical supply systems. It 
also changes the angle of volts. current. amperage, etc., so everything is in line. It also 
balances loads between phases so it balances out the lines. The lines are fairly close to 
being within balance so the neutral is not being loaded to the full maximum. It also 
decreases RF noise pollution as stated above and takes care of spikes and surges. Each 
unit varies upon its own electrical characteristics, so it win improve on all these items if 
not eliminate a great deal of them. It uses capacitor run type capacitors, type AC below 
400 hertz with frequencies below 60 hertz normal. These are the type that give us the best 
savings with our crossing choke configuration. This type of capacitor and choke 
configuration should net us approximately 10 percent savings. With this configuration the 
voltage and load stays the same. Also this choke configuration is a communitive add to 
the savings for each unit put in circuit or parallel to the same circuit or bus load circuit or 
to the circuit that is impJied on the same panel provided it does not go through a 
transformer. A transformer will block the frequency and will cause us not to be able to 
communitively add boxes which don't add 1 to 1 but add on roughly a square root of 2 or a 
fraction of a square root of 2 every time. The most you can probably get is 1.4. As stated 
above it also takes care of 12R losses and corrects power factor. It can either be installed 
way down the line or at the main pane1. You have to weigh the decision as to where each 
box would be installed. 

It will not help pure resistive loads or electric heat loads. The other things that it does 
with all the things that it is already doing is lower kW hOUTS. usage. and lowers demand 
rate. acts as a surge suppressor. and eliminates transients. improves power factor, 
balances the load. reduces the 12R losses. supplies minimum power during brownouts, and 
acts as a filter for noise. It will protect fluorescent lights. motors. Anything that is of 
inductive load last longer and it also cuts down on the maintenance of the building quite 
drasti calJy . 

The uses savings unit was designed to cut demand and save money on your electric 
bins. Demand is what determines a commercial customers rate on his bill. Our unit also 
acts as a surge suppressor, as we had to incorporate a suppressor into our unit to protect 
our product. 

Our unit balances the load in the panel box. takes out the spikes and surges. reduces 
the }2R loss and reduces the noise pollution in the lines. A good electrical current is like a 
wave. versus the irregular waves you now receive. Our unit corrects the irregular waves to 
create as perfect a wave as possible to supply cleaner power. 

The unit is also a positive envelope. which means that only 130 volts will be expel1ed 
to the electrical system at anyone time. therefore protecting the system from surges. The 
Jnit reduces wear and tear on motors and lights. By reducing the wear. your motors run 
~ooler. The ballasts and fluorescent bulbs last longer as the unit takes the spikes out of 
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In our demonstration we can show by using an amp meter how we can reduce the 
initial start and running wattage on eight energy saving lamps by more than one amp and 
in some cases by much more. We can cut the initial start up on motors by much more. 
We can also delnonstrate how our unit has no effect on the light output or running of a 
Jight or motoL 

Not all electrical equipnlent is pure resistance. Any piece of equipment which requires 
a magnetic field to operate, for example a motor, a transformer, a fluorescent ballast or a 
solenoid win cause the voltage and current to get out of phase unless some corrective 
action is taken. Even if it is only a fraction of a second, it takes time to create and 
collapse a magnetic field which is what happens in an AC current circuit. This is similar 
in effect to physical inertia and is ca]]ed inductance. 

Many utilities do not show a penalty on their bi11s but they do have a KVAR or a KVA 
demand charge. Both of these are another way of penalizing an end user for poor power 
factor. If a plant is being charged for KV A demand and all that demand is not being 
converted to KW or useful work. then the end user is paying the higher KVA demand and 
the related charges on the utility bill. Less current flowing in the end users conductors 
which means lower 12R losses in the lines. This will result in lower basic KWH energy 
charges. lower sales taxes and lower fuel adjustment charges. It also means higher 
voltages at motors. which will run cooler, thereby, increaSing their life. 

As said previously, our unit is also a very heavy duty surge suppressor. This is a very 
important factor, whellier it is used in a home or in a commercial building. Although. 
most homes do not have high power bins. many people wonder why they should purchase a 
unit. The unit wi]] reduce the power bill, but most important. it win protect the 
refrigerator motors and other motors from harmful spikes. 

The unit wiJl also protect their televisions and microwaves. which are very easily 
damaged by spikes and brown outs. Saving an appliance such as these would make the 
purchase of a unit wOFthwhile. The unit is also very helpful if one lives in a trailer park or 
has a boat at a dock as their power supply is usually below standard. 

More common and more frequent are transient surges caused by inductive load devices 
such as motors, transformers, relay coils. and fluorescent ballasts. These are known as 
internally generated surges. 

Turn on the copier you've got a surge. On AC power lines, surges are generated by 
utility switching. correction of a brown out. or lightning. There are dozens of surge sources 
right inside your office. factory or home. The simple act of starting an office machine can 
cause a surge. 

Every solid state circuit is a target, whether it's in a mainframe computer or a 
microwave oven. As little as 45Ovolts can be destructive, and routine surge activity ranges 
from 250 to 3000 volts. 

Noise generated by fluorescent lighting. broadcast transmissions. power tools, even 
static electricity upsets the operation of computers. office machines, telecommunications 
equipment and can garble or completely destroy valuable stored data. 

In a commercial application. not only would the unit save on the bin. but it wi]] 
protect the air conditioning. heat pump and any other large motors from surges. The 
motors will run cooler. more efficient and would require less maintenance. We have not 
even tried to calculate the savings achieved by reducing the maintenance on motors, 
replacement of fluorescent bulbs and ballasts. In most applications the savings could be 
very substantial. 

USES, Inc. has sixteen models to conform to any size service. The units are wired to a 
receptacle no more than 10' (feet) from a panel. USES manufactures models for 
residential. Boats. RV's. commercial applications and remote motors or units. 
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DESCRIPTION OF USES~ SHUNT EFFICIENCY SYSTEMS 

USES~ is a solid state power correction device which offers protection from transient 
surges, spikes and lightning strikes and kilowatt savings by improving power factor, 
balancing loads. reducing the top peak portion of the current wave, etc. 

The USES~ approach to saving electrical energy focuses on providing more efficient 
electrical power ~o inductive equipment so it does not waste energy. 

The escalating cost of primary fuels used in the production of electrical power {coal, 
oil. natural gas} effects us all. USES· can help conserve these important nonrenewable 
resources. 

PROTECTION 

A transient surge is a prolonged burst of excessive electrical current. A transient 
spike is a rapid burst of excessive electrical current. Surges and spikes may be caused 
externally by: 

Lightning; 
Irregularities at the power generating plant or along transmission Jines: 
Inductive loads operated by other electrical customers on the same 

transmission line in proximity to a facility. 

And internally by: 

Inductive loads (motors. pumps, computers. fluorescent lights) operated within 
a facility. 

The USES· Shunt Efficiency System is designed to absorb and attenuate major 
surges and spikes before damage can occur to equipment. USES· dissipates excess 
transient voltage through conversion to and release of heat. 

Benefits derived from USES~ protection include: 

Extended life for inductive electrical equipment; 
Lower maintenance expense; 
Fewer losses of stored computer information; 
Less likelihood of fire caused by electric motor overheating, short circuits. etc. 
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KHowatt SAVINGS 

Motors. pumps. transformers. fluorescent light ballasts and other inductive 
equiplnent require a magnetic field to operate. Magnetism causes the phase relationship 
between voltage and current supplied by the utility to change. Such phase shifting reduces 
the efficiency of the equipment. resulting in increased power consumption. 

The phase angle between voltage and current is called power factor. Through the 
application of magnetic chokes, USES~ tends to make the angle between voltage and 
current approach zero. which allows for the most efficient utilization of the power 
distribution system. 

Additionally, when connected to inductive loads, USES~ improves the balance of 
current on each hot 'leg and lowers the current on the neutral. Along with balancing the 
current, USES~ reduces the peak portion of the current wave. 

Benefits from USES~ Kilowatt savings include: 

Lower electric bi11s; 
Better perfonnance of motors and computers which are adversely affected by 

magnetic fields: 
Less wear and tear (maintenance expense) and longer equipment life resulting 

from efficient and effective use of generated electrical power; 
Conservation of nonrenewable natural resources. 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT USES~ Shunt Efficiency System 

USES~ is U.S. Patent Office protected for it's surge and spike protection and 
energy savings. 

USES~ is approved by Underwriters Laboratories Inc. as a power factor 
correction unit with surge suppression. Further, UL retains the on-going 
right to supervise manufacturing of USES~ products. 

USES~ comes with a three year warranty against defects in materials and 
workmanship. Models are designed for application from single family 
homes to large commercial and industrial businesses. 

Several property/casualty insurers recognize the increased safety afforded when 
USES~ products are in place and have lowered premiums to policyholders 
accordingly. 
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What USESClO Does ... 

Electrical 
Characteristics 

o Power Factor Improvement 

o Harmonics (non-linear wave forms) 

o Voltage Surge / Droop Protection 

o Voltage Spike Protection 

o Electromagnetism 

o Reduce KW Demand 

o Reduce KW Usage 

o Reduce Line Noise 

o lmprove Unbalanced Loads Across Phases 

o Reduce fR Losses 

Currently Available 
Equipment 

Capacitors 

Shunt Filters 

Voltage Regulator 

Lightning Arrestor 

USES· ONLY 

Timers. Energy Management Systems 

Timers. Energy Management Systems 

Filters or Line Strips 

USES~ONLY 

Capacitors 

o USES@ accolllplishes ALL of the above!!!!!!! 
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USES~ PRODUCT BACKGROUND 

Certifications and Approvals: 

1. UndeTWIiters Laboratories (UL): 
File Number:E132743 
Category: 5B81 Industrial Contro1 Equipment 

2. Canadian Standards Association (CSA): 
Category: LR999 10 

3. U.S. Patent: 
Number: 5,105,327 - A.C. Power Conditioning Circuit 

4. General Services Administration (GSA): 
Federal Supply Schedule 
Power Distribution Equipment, FSC Group 61, Part V, Section B 
Special Item 412-12, Line Conditioners 

5. New York City Approval: 
Submission #: 92A0390 

6. Funacion Institito de Ingenieria, Caracas, Venezuela: 
Electric and Electric System Engineering Center Test Report No. 24-000593 

List of Customers: 

I. U.S. Navy: Patuxent River Naval Air Station, Lexington Park, MD 
Naval Academy, Annapolis, MD 

2. U.S. Marine Corps I-Ieadquarters, Henderson Hall, Washington, DC 

3. Washington National Airport, Washington, DC 

4. U.S. Social Security Administration. Pawtucket, RI 

5. Town of Salem. Connecticut 

6. Reebok International. Stoughton. MA 

7. Brockton Housing Authority, Brockton, MA 

8. National Tire Wholesale (N1W). Woodbridge, VA (national chain) 

9. Nuirena Feed - Cargill, Swanton, VA 

Exports: 

I. Canada 

2. Republic of South Korea 

3. Commonwealth of the Bahamas 

4. Republic of Venezuela 
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&[Jsj~s 

A uSHORT LIST" OF OUR CUSTOMERS INCLUDE: 

ABITIBI-PRICE 

AMERICAN CYANAMlD 

AMTECH EAST. INC. 

ASSOCIATED MARKETS 

AVERY ABRASIVES INC. 

BRISTOL MYERS 

BURNDY CORPORATION 

CliAPIN AND BANGS COMPANY 

CHEMICAL BANK 

ETHAN ALLEN 

FOOD LION 

FRlONOR USA INC. 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

GORDON MFG. 

HOYT CORPORATIN 

H.P. HOOD 

ICELANDIC 

J.C. PENNY 

LEVER BROTHERS 

MARLIN FIREARMS 

TOWN OF MONROE 

NABISCO 

NATIONAL TIRE & WHOLESALE 

NEWPORT CREAMERY 

NUTRENA FEEDS 

OTTOWA UNIVERSITY 

PEPSI 

PLASPRO 

PURINA MILLS 

RAND McNALLY 

REEBOK INTERNATIONAL 

REFLECK 

SAINT FRANCIS HOSPITAL 

TOWN OF SALEM 

THE STATE OF CONNECTICUT 

THE WlDTE HOUSE 

U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

u.s. MARINE CORPS 

WASHINGTON NATIONAL AIRPORT 

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 
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ruSES 
The USES~Product has a new Patent Technology~ which makes the product a 

sole source. TIle product also has the following listing: UL, CSA~ and NYC. 
USES MFG INC. is a member ofllie Alliance To Save Energy~ and is an EPA 
Green Lights Ally. 

USES~ is a power conditioning device~ which reduces the electrical energy that 
is supplied by the Utility Company to operate inductive electrical loads. 

The product offers protection from voltage transient surges and spikes, and 
protection from secondary lightning effects. 

USES~ consists of parallel wrap-around magnetic chokes oriented to couple 
magnetic forces generated across each electrical phase by current 
complimentary winding technique, used with chokes and compactors lowers 
KiloWatt-Hour (KWH) consumption, energy usage, and demand rate when 
connected to inductive loads. 

Energy savings are achieved for all inductive loads including motorized 
equipment: air conditioning units, elevators, pumps~ refrigerators, 
rnanufactuIing machinery, etc .... USES~ also ensures protection of the A.C. 
electrical system and surge-sensitive electronics, along with electrical 
appliances, personal computers, consumer electronics, and appliances from 
power line transients, surges, spikes, and secondary lightning. 
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Typical Customer Experiences 
~ELJSES 

Pump Manufacturing COlnpany gets a call from their power company in less than one week 
after the installation of USES~ Shunt Efficiency System inquiring what they have done to 
raise their Power Factor from 70% to 99.5%. 

-Hayward Tyler, Colchester, vr 

Ceramic Manufacturing Company saves over $9,000.00 a year in Power costs with USES~ 
installed. 

-Superior Technical Ceramics, st. Albans, vr 

Major Central Jersey Supern1arket Chain saves II % in Energy with USES~ installed and a 
Return on Investment in under 13 months. Timed Interval Sampling in November 1995 and 
February 1996 prove identical savings. 

-FoodTown Supermarkets. East Brunswick, NJ 

Northern Jersey Supermarket saves 17.70/0 of Energy while the USES~ is on line. 
-Bishop's Thriftway Supennarket, Whitehouse Station, NJ 

Major Software provider to the medical community enjoys lower Power costs due to the 
USESIPJ system. On line for over two years, nine months. 

-IDX Corporation, South Burlington, vr 

New Jersey Senior Housing benefits from lower Power costs with USES~ installed. Savings 
of 160/0 verifi ed. 

-Eaton Senior Housing, Eatontown, NJ 

Sheet Metal Fabricator has Significant reductions on their electric bil1 with USESIPJ 
installed. Power factor increases from the low seventies to high nineties. 

-Fab Tech, Colchester, VI' 

Regional Dairy Producer increases profits with USESIPJ installed. Savings documented in 
excess of$10.500.00 per year. 

-HP Hood. Burlington, VI' 

Major Military College installs USESIPJ Shunt Efficiency System for Energy savings. 
-Norwich University. Northfield, vr 

19 Story Apartment Building in New York City saves 11.79% of Energy with USESIPJ 

instal1ed. Over $17~OOO.OO per year saved with a $16,000.00 system. 
-Solil Management. New York. NY 

Central New Jersey Township installs USESIPJ in 9 different Municipal Buildings. savings 
venfied through TIS study average 200/0. 

-Township of Milburn. NJ 

Food Warehouse saves 150/0 in Energy usage with USESIPJ installed. TIS studies conducted 
in October 1995 and February 1996 with the same results. 

-Vasinee Food Corporation. Brooklyn. NY 
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What Are They Saying About USES? IDSES 
United States Postal Service Air Mail Facility reduces electrical energy consumption 

by 120/0 and increases power factor from 75% to 990/0 ..• 

-Jacksonville, FL 

Local shipyard increases their Power Factor to over 90% while their electrical 
Energy use is reduced by 180/0 ... 

-J acksonville, FL 

"USES~ is the best Energy-Saving Device we've ever usedr' 

-Ted Lucore. SelflX, INC. / Shutters. INC. 

"Should this rate of savings keep up, our unit will pay for itself in the first year." 

-Hugh C. Teet First Selectman, The Town of Salem, CT 

"At this rate of energy reductwn, I estimate we will save over $11,900.00 
ANNUALLY. This will yield a payback of less than two years on the USES~ units. In 
addition to those savings, our power factor has improved over 120/0 so far." 

-Tom Penningroth. Plant Manager, Nutrena Feeds 

"We confidentially recommend USES~ to all our customers who need power 
conditioning and want to save money." 

-Ray "Skip" Speck. 3 Phase Electric 

"Our electrical charges were a good ten percent lower than the same time last year!" 

-Kenneth Guilfoil. Associates Planning Services 

"In order to provide energy savings a unique inductive arrangement is provided 
across the AC power lines. The inductor comprises one or more coils with conductors 
from the device looping back through the coil{s}. It has been found that the unique 
arrangement of chokes {28} & {30} provide substantial savings in power usage, 
particularly for inductive applications." 

-{From}: Summary of the Invention. U.S. Patent Number: 5,105.327 
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COMMERCIAL SALES TIPS 

With commercial prospects, it is important to accurately identify type of service and profile 
of what makes up the energy consumption. 

The following questions are more or less applicable to: 

• Light Commercial 
• Manufacturing 
• Office Space 

1) What type of heat do you utilize? 

2) What is your average electric bill? 

3) What was your highest bill? Did it occur in the winter or summer? 

4) What was your lowest bill? How many months is it low? 

5) How much of your bill is your demand charge? 

6) What type of electric service do you have; single or three phase? 

7) What voltage; 208/230, 480V? 

8) How large a service do you have; 400, 600, 800 7 1200 AMPS? 

9) Do you use computers in your business? 

10) Do you have frequent power outages? 

11) Do you air condition your facility?' 

12) What are your normal business hours? 

13) Do you work more than one shift? Is it seasonal? 

14) What is the largest motor you operate? 

15) How long and how frequently does it run? 



RESIDENTIAL SALES TIPS 

During the course of conversation, incorporate the following questions to qualify the 
customer and determine what his needs and concerns are. 

1) How much is the monthly electric bill? 

2) Do you have frequent power outages? 

3) Do you trip circuit breakers often? 

4) How large of service do you have? 

5) Do you have a circuit breakers or fuses? 

6) Do you have more than one service panel? 

7) How do you heat your home: oil, heat pump, electric, etc. 

8) Do you have central air conditioning? 

9) Do you have a swimming pool? 

10) Do you have a well? 

11) Do your lights dim when other equipment or appliances are used? 

12) Do you have any hobby that consumes a lot of electrical power ie., welding, 
woodworking, pottery, etc. 

13) Do you own a generator? 



IDSES 
USES PRODUCT RETURN FORM: 

DEALERN~E ____________________________ __ RGA # _______ _ 

ADDRESS ______________________________________________________ __ 

PHONE# _____________________________ _ 

SIGNATURE __________________________ ___ 

DATE SHIPPED FOR REPAIR __________________ _ 

DEALER LOCATION FOR RETURN SHIPPING _________________ _ 

MODEL # ______________ _ SERIAL * _____________ _ 
CHECK BOX: 

DEMO UNIT CUSTOMER UNIT ____ _ 

TYPE OF LOAD UNIT WAS SERVICING _____________________ _ 

DESCRIPTION OF WHAT PROBLEM IS _________________ _ 

DESCRIPTION OF WHAT HAPPENED TO CAUSE PROBLEM: 
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IDsjfs 
A GOOD ONE LINE DIAGRAM IS CRUCIAL 

1. Always go into a facility and start where the power comes in. You want to start with 
the Main Distribution Panel (MOP). The MOP is where the main circuit breaker is to shut 
off the entire building and a series of circuit breakers with the rated amperages for the 
panels that are fed by the MOP and main loads. 

2. On the MDP list aJI circuit breakers and what their amperages are. Start tracing lines 
to the load it feeds. If you go to a panel that subs into 3 more panels you nlake a note of 
the amperage that feeds those three panels. The sub panel may say it is a 225 amp 3 
phase panel doesn't necessarily mean that it re31ly is. They may have only used that size 
panel for the circuit breaker spaces. If it is fed by a 100 amp circuit breaker than it is a 
100 aJnp panel. It is very important that this is noted so you don't put more units in 
than are realJy necessary. 

3. Look for in line transformers. 
Where are they located? From which panel? Mark them on your drawing with a little box. 
MaJ{e sure you have noted Ule anlperage in ilie pane] that feeds the transformer. Get the 
KV A. What the voltage is and are they step up or step down transformers. 

4. Panels. 
When IooIting at a panel you want to notate what the amperage is to the circuit breakers 
,-or the given pieces of eqUipment; motors. loads. etc.. It is not important to get the horse 
power unless it's 10 HP or more and it could possibly be candidate for a BL Unit. 
NOTE* Always check the number of circuit breakers, whether they are 2 or 3 pole. if there 
are any spares, etc. This wi]] help you when its time to figure installation costs for your 
proposal. 

5. In an Industrial Complex. 
Always keep an eye towards the ceiling or rafters for Buss Bars or raceways. Check for 
disconnects along the ceiling or rafters. Unlike a panel it is imperative that you write 
down the motor it feeds~ HP. and everything else that you can find out because you may 
not be able to read what is on the disconnect. Raceways. get as much information as 
possible for these also. It may be a 1600 amp raceway but the business has changed and 
now use only] or 2 pieces of equipment where they used to use 5 or 6. Or it was 
designed for a different type of business or different machines and is not used at 31) any 
more. 

5. Keep your drawings as simple and straight forward as possible. 
When you do the proposal you want to be able to figure out what was there. Your 
Jrawings aTe correct when anyone can look at them and know what was at that location 
.v:ithout any questions. 
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MOTOR 

© 

H.P.S. 

© 

• 
~~® 

TEST ~) BOX 

® 

USES ® 
UNIT 

® 

® 120 volt test box. 
Represents: Your panel. 

® USES® Unit (RDES·1). 

© Motor and H.P.S. fixture. SWITCHES Represents: Inductive loads on your @ 
panel. 

@ Switches 
Represents: Circuit breakers in your 
panel. 

® Take clamp on amp mter readings here. 

120 VOLT USES® DEMO SET UP 
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120 vo It test box. 
Represents: Your panel. 
2nd test box. (Needed for 2nd USES® 
unit hook·up). 
Switches. 
Represents: Circuit breakers in your 
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USES® Units (RDES-1) . 
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Motor and H.P.S fixture. 
Represents: Inductive loads on your 
panel. 
Take clamp on amp meter readings from 
here. 

120 VOLT USES® DEMO COMMUNITIVE ADD 
SET UP 
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TROUBLE SHOOTING FOr1 THE 120 VOLT DEMO 

PROBLEM CAUSE 

USES® unit or loads will not turn on. 1 . Test box is not plugged in. 
2. Receptacle you are plugged into may not have power. Try different one. 
3. Switch or switches may be broken. Send back for repairs. 

The clamp on amp meter reads 0.00 with 1 . Check DATA HOLD. It must be off. 
load running. 2. Check to see if the meter Is set to read AC amps. 

3. Make sure you have the black single conductor on the cord to the test box 
clamped and shut. 

The clamp ON is stuck on one amp reading. 1 . Ch~ck peak HOLD on clamp ON. It should be off. 
2. Check to make sure clamp on meter is on AC amp setting. 

The neon lights do not light up on the unit. . 1 . Is the switc.h on the test box for the unit In the on position. 
2. Is the unit plugged into the receptacle. 

The clamp on amp meter says low battery 1 . This means the 9 volt battery which powers the meter is getting low. 
in upper left hand corner. Replace soon. (Remove panel on back). 

The H.P.S. fixture will not light. 1. Check to make sure test box is plugged in. 
2. Is switch for the H.P .S. in the ON position. 
3. The bulb may be blown. 

The motor will not turn on. 1 . Is test box plugged in. 
2. Is the motor plugged into the test box. 
3. Is the switch for the receptacle In the ON position. 

The amps go up when you turn it on with 1 . The P.L. set is too little of a load for the USES® unit by itself. 
the P. L. lamp set. 

The amps stay the same when I add the 1 . Is the 2nd test box plugged into the 1 st test box. 
2nd USES® unit for a communitive add. 2. Is the switch on the 1 st test box In the ON position for the receptacle. 

3. Is the switch on the 2nd test box in the ON position for the USES® unit 
receptacle. 

4. Is the USES® unit plugged into the 2nd test box. 
5. Is the USES® unit on the 1 st test box ON. 
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Connect Phase 1 voltage clip on bare 
wire marked ® (black wire), 
Connect the black voltage clip on bare 
wire marked ® (white or neutral). 
Clamp Phase 1 amp clamp on the 10 rap 
coil marked @; the sticker on the amp 
clamp must face towards the line or feed 
coming into the test box. 
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TIFF If:\N METER HOOK UP. 

120 VOLT TEST BOX, 



TROUBLE SHOOTING FaA THE TIFF K.W. METER 

~~ 

PROBLEM CAUSE 

There are no readings or the reading seems to be off. This 1 . Make sure the Tiff meter is on and plugged in to a 120 
implies an improper or low amp reading, voltage reading or volt receptacle. 
power reading. 2. Make sure all amp clamps are shut all the way. 

3. Make sure the amp clamps phase 1, 2, and 3 are 
matched up correctly with the same number voltage clip. 

EXAMPLE: If the phase 1 voltage clip is hooked up to L 
or a black conductor, then the amp clamp phase 1 should 

I 4. 
be clamped around this wire. 
The amp clamps must be clamped so the sticker on the 
clamp is facing to the source. 

The 'r\'N display flashes a leading 1 followed by flashing 3 1 . You have reached the 200 K:W limit. The meter cannot 
digits. read any higher. The 3 digits that are flashed on the 

display are not your power readings. 

There is an LB symbol in the upper left hand corner of the 1. This indicates the 9 volt battery for KWH memory is low. 
'r<YV/KWH display. Replace. 

There is a low amp reading and no 't\tN reading. 1 . The load you're trying to measure is too small of a load to 
read. If feasible, you could splice a 10 wrap coil in line on 
your current conductor, then divide by 10 to get your 
correct reading. Make sure power is off before addl ng 
coil. Also, make sure wire is rated for the amps it will be 
carrying. 

2. Make sure the r<:vVftWVH switch is in the 'r\'N position. 



USES® SHUNT EFFICIENCY SYSTEM 

INSTALLATION INFORMATION 

UNIT INSTALLATION: 

As shunt devices, USES® units are installed in parallel. The units are wired to a circuit 
breaker (20A, 30A or 40A, depending on the USES® unit) in a distribution panel. 
Alternatively, if no room is available for a breaker in a panel, a circuit breaker disconnect 
may be used. 

Because of the parallel installation, there is no limitation, from a current standpoint, on 
where the units can be installed. Also due to the parallel installation, power to the loads 
will not be interrupted in the unlikely event of unit faHure. 

NUMBER OF UNITS REQUIRED: 

The number required is dependent upon the characteristics of the inductive loads and 
the electrical distribution system. In some instances, one USES® unit will be able to 
service multiple inductive loads. In other cases, a singre unit may be required for an 
individual load either because of its size or the electrical system configuration. 

The starting point for estimating the number of units required is that one USES® should 
be installed for each 200A of load current. Based on this, an initial estimate for a facility 
drawing 1000A would be that 5 USES® units are required. An evaluation of the facility's 
electrical distribution system, the types of loads that are installed there, and the 
operating profile of the loads is required in order to determine the actual number of units 
that are required and the locations at which the units should be installed. 
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USES® SHUNT EFFICIENCY SYSTEM 

ESTIMATED ENERGY SAVINGS 

(KWH SAVED PER HOUR OF EQUIPMENT OPERATION) 

MODEL SAVINGS 

RDES-1 0.5 KWH 

CMES-1 1.0 KWH 

CMES-3Y 1.25 KWH 

CMES-3D 1.5 KWH 

CMES-3Y (480) 2.0 KWH 

CMES-3D (480) 3.0 KWH 

CMES-3Y (600) 3.0 KWH 

CMES-3D (600) 4.0 KWH 

THESE ESTIMATED VALUES ARE BASED UPON AVERAGE SAVINGS RECORDED 
DURING TESTS ON A RANGE OF LOADS. ACTUAL SAVINGS MAY VARY DUE TO 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM CONFIGURATION AND LOADING. 

THE ESTIMATED KWH SAVINGS ALSO INDICATE THE ESTIMATED REDUCTION IN 
DEMAND THAT A UNIT CAN PROVIDE. FOR INSTANCE, EACH CMES-3D (480) 

THAT IS INSTALLED CAN NOMINALLY REDUCE DEMAND BY 3 KW. 



USES® UNIT 

RDES-1 
CMES-1 
CMES-3Y 
CMES-30 
CMES-3Y(480) 
CMES-30(480) 
CMES-3Y(600) 
CMES-3D(600) 
CMES-3Y-H 
CMES-3D-H 
CABO-120 
CABO-240 
BL-120 
BL-20B/240 
BL-300 
BLM-3Y(20S) 
BLM-3D(208) 
BLM-3Y(4S0) 
BLM-3D( 480) 

USES® SHUNT EFFICIENCY SYSTEM 

AMPERAGE M~ASURED ON CONDUCTORS 
FROM USES® UNIT WITH UNIT ENERGIZED 

L1 L2 II 

3.7 3.7 
7.7 7.6 
8.1 8.1 8.1 

14.0 14.0 14.2 
17.6 17.5 17.2 
24.8 24.6 24.8 
24.0 24.0 24.0 
32.1 32.1 32.3 
7.0 5.8 7.0 
9.1 12.2 9.0 
3.2 
3.7 3.7 
0.6 
1.2 1.2 
1.6 L6 
7.4 7.2 7.4 
8.2 8.2 8.2 
6.2 6.3 6.4 
9.7 9.9 9.9 

Rev: 3/94 
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0.1 
o. 1 

o. 1 

0.1 

3.2 

0.6 

0.1 

0.1 

NOTE: AMPERAGE READINGS ARE APPROXIMATE. THERE MAY BE A 200/0 
VARIANCE FROM THESE AGURES. 



USES® INDICATOR LIGI1TS 
BULB REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS 

] . Deenergize the USES unit before replacing the bulb(s). Observe the precautions of the 
w~i~g label on the USES uniL Specifica1Jy~ wait 5 minutes after deenergizing before 
serv]Clng. 

2. Remove the light lens cap. The cap turns counter -clockwise to remove. 

9/93 

3. Carefully remove the old light bulb. DO NOT use pliers. Use fingers to move bulb back and 
forth until the prongs are freed allowing the old bulb to be extracted. 

4. Insert replacement light bulb. Rotate the bulb until the prongs mate with receptacles and 
gently push in until it is seated. Reinstall the lens cap. Turn clockwise to tighten. 

5. Energize the USES unit and observe the indicator lights. 

6. Bulbs may be replaced once. If the replacement bulb fails to light or burns out again~ the unit 
must be returned for servicing. 

7. Return the burned out bulb~ along with the USES unit seriaJ number~ date of bulb 
replacemen~ and cause or suspected cause of bulb failure (if known)~ to USES MFG INC. 
via the dealer/master dealer and USES rep. 



jiEjSES 
ANALYSIS OF TEST DATA 

USES~ MODEL #: ____________ ---:NOMINAL VOLTAGE: ______ _ 

CIRCUIT OR PANEL DESIGNATION: ___________________ _ 
CIRCUIT CONFIGURATION: _______________________ _ 
DESCR1BELOAD: ____________________________________ ~ _____________ __ 

ALL MEASUREMENTS MADE USING A TIF MODEL KW 220-3 WATT METER, TIFF 
MODEL 2300 POWER FACTOR METER AND AMPROBE MODEL 2000 RMS AMMETER 

USES® OlIT OF AVERAGE HARMONIC POWER FACTOR 

CIRCUIT VOLTS AMPS RMSAMPS AMPS KW IMPROVEMENT 

PI-IASE XXXXXXXXXX 
A XXXXXXXXXX 
B XXXXXXXXXX 
C XXXXXXXXXX 

NEUTRAL(4~REPANEU XXX XX XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX 
TIF KW METER XXX XXX XXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX 

AVERAGE HARMONIC POWER FACTOR 

USES® IN THE CIRCUIT VOLTS AMPS RMSAMPS AMPS KW IMPROVEMENT 

PHASE XXXXXXXXXX 
A XXXXXXXXXX 
B XXXXXXXXXX 
C XXXXXXXXXX 

NEUTRAL (4 WIRE PANEL) XXXXX XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX 
TIF KW METER XXXXXX XXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX 

SAVINGS AVERAGE HARMONIC POWER FACTOR 
CALCULATIONS VOLTS AMPS RMSAMPS AMPS KW IMPROVEMENT 

PHASE XXXXXXXXXX 
A XXXXXXXXXX 
B XXXXXXXXXX 
C XXXXXXXXXX 

NEUTRAL(4~REPANEU XXX XX XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX 
TIFKW METER XXX XXX XXX XXX XXXXXXXXXXXXX 

I TIF KW METER AS A % I IXXXXXXI IXXXXXXI IXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ 

Date of Analysis __________ _ 
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